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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this report is to identify and offer a better

understanding of the key factors affecting the erosion of our stream

systems and the adjacent land masses in the continental United States.

In order to achieve this, all existing data pertaining to a particular

stream system reach under study must be collected and analyzed. This

report will cover the various methods of data collection and attempt to

.,. ~establish the relationship between the forces causing the stream bank

erosion and/or failure and the resulting type of stream bank erosion

and/or failure. In addition, various types of stream bank revetment

measures and their costs and construction techniques will be presented.

• -" This chapter will offer a brief background of this country's stream

bank erosion problem ,which led to the enactment of Public Law 93-251.
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Chapters 2 through 4 deal with identification of the erosion problem,

factors and forces causing the erosion and the the erosion or failure

mode that it appears through. Chapters 5 and 6 deal with data collection

and analysis and the selection and design criteria. Chapters 7 and 8

present a variety of revetment techniques and their cost, while chapter

10 analyzes an actual demonstration project in New England.

Large-scale efforts to control soil erosion of all forms has been

underway since the 1930's. Initial soil conservation efforts were

directed toward saving topsoil in agricultural areas, but as the value of

land near stream systems increased, the need for more effective bank

protection techniques quickly came about. A 1969 study by the U.S. Army

* .. Corps of Engineers showed that of the 7 million miles of stream bank in

the U.S. 550,000 miles were experiencing some degree of erosion, while

148,000 miles (2%) were experiencing severe erosion problems. This 2%

portion of the total stream bank, which was being severely eroded

~: ~:resulted in an annual economic loss that approached $90 million in 1969.

In view of this serious economic loss throughout the Nation, the U.S.

2



Congress passed the Stream Bank Erosion Control Evaluation and

Demonstration Act of1974, Section 32, Public Law93-251. This program

authorized the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to conduct a 7 year study to

evaluate the causes of stream bank erosion and the effectiveness of

existing and new methods of stream bank protection. One must also keep

in mind that stream bank protection is a complex area of study and to

date there are no standardized engineering manuals with construction

plans and specifications for stream bank revetment projects.

Stream systems have an extremely long life cycle from youth to

. maturity. These stream systems may be straight, but they may bend and

loop around as well. They may flow in a broad low swale that

barely has the form of a valley, rush between the nearly vertical walls of

f- .a narrow steep gorge in a mountain area, or somewhere in between these

.,, *two extreme cases. The stream water can be clear, or turbid, which is

affected by residential and industrial treated wastes as well as stream

flow characteristics. Stream systems continually adjust to new impacts

in order to maintain their balance. These impacts can be caused by nature

or man-made activities or both and play an active part in the streams

maturing process. When this balance is upset, the stream will

3
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compensate to bring the stream system back into balance most commonly

accomplished by stream bank erosion and bed scour or buildup.

- Some common situations in which stream systems are thrown out of

balance are:

A. When a dead tree naturally topples into the stream or local

residents dump heavy wastes over a long period of time.

These conditions may cause flow to be diverted to the

,.- opposite stream bank, in which flow near the obstruction

slows and sediment deposition occurs while the velocity of

diverted water increases and attacks the opposite stream

bank. The response of the stream to the obstruction results in

eroding the opposite bank where flow was redirected.

B. Increase in plowed and planted acreage parallel to stream

flow and to the top edge of the stream bank allows rainfall

runoff to channel down the bank face. This runoff will erode

soil holding shrubs and grass on banks until the natural

i ri vegetation is lost leaving a fairly smooth slope with no

4



natural roughness (velocity increases at stream bank

soil-water interface during floods and seasonal high water

levels) and valuable acreage may be lost landward where

crops were planted.

C. Rapid urbanization of a watershed's upstream area

decreases rainfall infiltration and increases surface runoff to

the stream system. This increases downstream flow during

*~. rainstorms forcing the stream to balance itself by increasing

its downstream cross sectional area by stream bank erosion

and bed scour to accommodate the increased flow. This may

be caused by poor planning and assessment of downstream

flow conditions by the developer.

The above examples are only a few that could occur when a stream is

forced out of balance. Stream systems are in a continuous state of

adjustment compensating for an imbalance at one location by making

' ~. changes at other locations. Stream systems will also compensate for

installed bank revetment projects, so care should be taken in the

5



design and selection of bank revetment to prevent serious downstream

bank erosion and failure.

1o
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9CHAPTER TWO

IDENTIFICATION OF STREAM BANK EROSION AND FAILURE

2.1 Tvoes of Stream Bank Erosion and Failure [2]

There are several types of stream bank erosion, which can be

natural/or man-induced effecting bank recession, channel deepening, or

both. These types of stream bank erosion are:--

1. Underwater attack at the toe, leading to bank failure.

This type of erosion is most critical during a falling

water level at the medium stage or lower.

2. Erosion along the bank- caused by current action.

3. Sloughing of saturated cohesive banks, which are not

capable of free drainage during rapid drawdown.

7
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4. Liquefaction (flow slides) in saturated silty and sandy

soils.

- 5. Erosion caused by seepage out of bank at relatively

low channel velocities.

6. Erosion of upper bank, river bottom, or both, caused

by wave action due to wind or passing boats.

7. Pool fluctuations can be continuous and significant,

'.~ S.>which adversely affect bank stability.

2.2 Mechanics of Stream Bank Erosion and Failure [3]

Trhe mechanics of stream bank erosion are directly related to the river

~5' I.'systems geometry and hydraulic characteristics. Figure 1 depicts that

the highest water velocities and deepest section of the channel are at

bends where the thalweg lies closest to the concave bank, while figure 2

* shows that during a stream's flood stage the highest water velocity lies

8



closest to the convex bank. The maximum water velocity occurs just

below the water surface while velocities along bank water interface

vary dependent on type of covering (bare to dense vegetation). Velocity

decreases as vegetative covering increases.

CONVEX BANK CONCAVE BANK
POINT BAR

It V V V V V V V V V VV V
T T T T V T T T TT

A T

Y TV.A &

VTT

SV V Increasing VelocityT
NT T T Increasing Turbulence S O R P O

0 Thread of Maximum Velocity

0 Thread of Maximum Turbulence

Area of Intense Turbulence

r'

N,. Figure 1. Velocity and turbulence in a river bend (Source 2)
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2.3 Variables Causing Stream Bank Erosion [4]

The hydraulic parameters affecting stream bank erosion are:

, iA. Fluid Properties

1. Specific Weight

2. Temperature/Viscosity

B. Flow Characteristics

1. Discharge

2. Duration

3. Frequency

4. Velocity

5. Velocity Distribution

6. Turbulence

C. 7. Shear Stress

8. Drag Force

9. Lift Force

10. Moment Force
IT

The bed and bank material parameters affecting stream bank erosion

_ are:

A. Bed and bank materials

1. Size

2. Gradation

3. Shape

x 4. Specific Weight

. %, - 1 1



B. Characteristics of bank

O 1. Non-cohesive

2. Cohesive

3. Stratified

4. Rock

5. Height

The subsurface flows, wind wave and boat wave parameters

affecting stream bank erosion are:

A. Wave forces

B. Seepage forces

C. Piping

The climatic parameters affecting stream bank erosion are:

A. Freezing

"1 1. Ice Thickness

2. Duration and Frequency

B. Freeze thaw cyclic loading

.~ C. Permafrost

The biological parameters affecting stream bank erosion are:

A. Vegetation
1. Trees

~. C.-.2. Shrubs

~ .. ~..3. Grass

B. Animal life

~ .:~12
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The man-induced factors affecting stream bank erosion are:

N A. Pool fluctuations caused by Hydro power plants

B. Agricultural activities
C. Mining

D. Transportation

E. Urbanization

F. Drainage

G. Floodplain Development

" H. Recreational boating

J
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CHAPTER THREE

DISCUSSION OF FACTORS AND FORCES
CAUSING STREAM BANK EROSION AND FAILURE

3.1 Hydraulic Factors [51

Hydraulic factors affecting stability are the specific weight,

temperature and viscosity of the fluid and its suspended sediment.

Suspended sediment in the flow increases the specific weight and the

apparent viscosity of the fluid, which directly affect the velocity,

velocity distribution and shear stress. These characteristics ultimately

affect the rate of channel erosion.

In general a river channel reaches an equilibrium of bank stability

over time so that during periods of low flow there is very little erosion

. and during periods of intermediate flow some bank erosion and some

deposition occur. It is during major flood events that major erosion and

stream relocation occur.

14a',
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The duration of a particular discharge is more important than the

magnitude, except for very large floods which occur infrequently.

3.2 Channel Geometry [6]

.*. Channel geometry of a river cross section is an excellent indicator of

its erodibility and stability. River erodibility and stability is affected by

depth and width of channel (figure 3), type of flow (figure 4), slope of

energy gradient, geologic controls and stream bank surface and

subsurface vegetation which are dependent on channel geometry.

Figure 3. Changes of width,

"- ;depth, and velocity with

-' " ' "- _ . .. discharge at a specific river

" t station: Seneca Creek at

. _" 7 . . Dawsonville, Maryland. The

drainage area of this stream

is about 260 km 2 . Discharge

- ... . .is given in cubic feet per

second (Source 38 )
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Figure 4. Increase of suspended sediment carried by a river in relation to

increased discharge at a specific river station: Rio Grande near

Bernalillo, New Mexico. Discharge is given in cubic feet per second

(Source 38)
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3.3 Velocity Distribution [7]

Velocity, velocity distribution and velocity fluctuations are closely

related to discharge flow at any given cross section and are major

contributors to stream bank erosion. Velocity is not uniform across a

stream channel and even in long straight reaches the thalweg meanders

from side to side causing localized erosion dependent on bank materials

and the position, strength and duration of the thalweg (thalweg changes

position with discharge, time, sediment load, bank characteristics and

location). In bends of a stream system the above characteristics are

more pronounced on the outer side.

0

-. ..4

3.4 Tractive Force [8]

The tractive force of concern is the drag force exerted by

.i ",- impingement of the flowing water and its suspended sediment on the

stream bank. Tractive force is directly proportional to the square of

- velocity and is a more sensitive indicator of stream bank erosion. The
44 4

14 .relationship between velocity U and tractive force per unit area,"r , can

be expressed by the following equation ( Source 4 )"

17



U - 1.486 R 1/ 6  r or U 2

n' 1 /2

where R - hydraulic radius

' = water density

n - Manning resistance to flow coefficent

Since the tractive force is a more sensitive indicator of stream bank

erosion, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has elected to use it over

velocity.

3.5 Moment [9]

Moment is exerted by the stream system onto the stream bank, bank

revetment or man made structures. This force can be applied in the form

of fluid discharge or iceflow and can be calculated by the product of the

mass of the moving object times its change in velocity. In geographic

areas subjected to a severe freeze-thaw-flow process it is difficult to

" 'design an economic bank protection project, since ice movement with

large flows exert forces on the bank line that can cause accelerated

erosion, damage to vegetation and loss of installed man made revetment

projects.

18



3.6 Wind and Boat Waves [10]

The magnitude and frequency of wind generated waves is dependent on

N wind velocity, duration and direction of wind, fetch distance and

orientation, surface area and depth of water. On unprotected rivers with

long downstream fetch distances subjected to strong winds, the waves

can generate sufficient energy to erode exposed stream bank, resuspend

fine sediment in shallow areas and possibly adversely affect bank

vegetation.

SThe effects of boat waves are similar to wind waves but are

dependent on the size, shape and speed of the boat, frequency of boating

and location/position of the boat relative to the stream bank.

The principle causes of erosion by boat and wind waves are:

1. Wave impact on bank

2. Wave washing by wave riding up and down the bank.

3. Water rise and fall in surface elevation (wave

phenomenon) causes a measurable inflow and outflow

in permeable zones sandwiched between less
permeable layers of bank material. This action can

lead to piping weakening the bank.

19



3.7 Stream Bank and Bed Material Factors [11]

A stream bank's resistance to erosion is closely related to the

characteristics of the bank material, which is highly heterogeneous in

nature. Stream bank material deposits can be broadly classified as

• --" cohesive, non-cohesive, and stratified. A cohesive material is more

resistant to surface erosion and has low permeability that reduces the

effects of seepage, piping, frost heaving and subsurface flow on the

stability of the banks, but are more susceptible to undercutting and/or

, .saturation and are more likely to fail due to mass wasting (major slide

"2 areas). Non-cohesive bank material is removed grain by grain, with the

-rate of particle removal (stream bank erosion rate) dependent on
direction and magnitude of velocity adjacent to the bank, turbulent

fluctuations, the magnitude and fluctuations of the shear stress exe-ted

" ,on the bank and seepage, piping and wave forces. Many of these physical

factors may act concurrently. Stratified banks are very common on

._ alluvial rivers and products of past transport and deposition of sediment

while the stream system is meandering during it's life cycle as shown in

figures 5 and 6. Stratified banks consist of layered materials of various

20



thickness, permeability and cohesion, which make this type of bank

p. susceptible to erosion and sliding due to subsurface flows and piping

caused by wave action and pool fluctuations.

Flow direction

P~esenT oor' ba,
nor al!y

% Point bars accjmulated
p.) from forme, stream

posit on 1 to present
!DOS, on 3

Figure 5. Lateral movement of a river meanders gradually enlarges point

bars: 1, 2, and 3 are three stages in the meander movement (source 38)

/'.
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P O~ ~ *;a' , Ca ,s sa' 1s . .. '-' " 'S.j,

*: .- ,a J L-,S hne

LChannel-bottorm sand Of)

and gravel deposits

Older floodplain and channel deposits

Figure 6. Formation of a river-valley deposits by a meandering channel.

As the meanders swing from one side of the valley to the other, they

leave a train of point bar and channel deposits from former channel
W%

positions, overlain by finer-grained silts, clays, and occasional sands

deposited by floods. Point bars are usually cross-bedded, and floodplain

-. ' .deposits are horizontally bedded and ripplemarked (Source 38 )
9.' --!

Bed material affects stream bank erosion indirectly. The bed is

eroded at the bank toe leaving a hgher unsupported bank that is more

susceptible to seepage and piping as more lenses of erodible

non-cohesive materials are exposed. Si,"9, texture and gradation of the

bed material influence the fall velocity, turbulent structure and the

velocity field of the flow. Figures 7 and 8 show that as bottom velocity

increases, so does the stream's ability to carry larger sized stream bed

22
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N particles. Figures 9, 10 and 11 show typical cross sections of bed and

stream and the various terms pertaining to sediment transportation.

3.8 Climatic Factors [12]

Climatic factors include wide temperature ranges during the year,

seasonal heavy rains, freeze-thaw cycles, snow melt, etc.. Extreme

temperature fluctuations affect viscosity of the flow, which impact the

flows ability to carry suspended sediment. Low temperature ranges

increase viscosity and the stream's ability to carry more sediment

(increases tractive force and its erosive ability). Northern area stream

systems with severe winters are subjected to freeze-thaw cycles and

frost heaving which is a phenomenon involving the exposed surface layer

of stream bank. The upper most layer of the soil freezes with water in

the pores creating a freeze line that the water migrates to and as this

701 layer expands, it forces the overlaying layer upward and out. When the

soil thaws it settles back in a loosened state which is easily eroded or it

~ .~ topples over (slumping or sloughing). Seasonal heavy rains of long

duration or snow melt may cause extreme flooding, which leads to

changes in river cross section and channel location.

23
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Figure 8. Experimental data on the relation between grain size of

-- particles and velocity of a flow 1 meter deep over a flat, granular bed.

. For a specific grain size, the lower line is the velocity at which all

tic4 particles of that size will fall to the bed; the upper line is the velocity

at which all particles of that size will continue to be picked up from the

, T bed. The transportation zone is a transition zone in which particles

already suspended will remain in the flow and in which there is no

,; -tendency for either erosion or sedimentation to take place. Cohesive

behavior of most fine-grained natural materials makes them more

resistant to erosion than noncohesive clays and silts (Source 38 )

-~ Fiojw surface

- Finest clay particles

dispersed througnout flow

S-. S penc-i .Fl ow

;1 .Figure 9. A current flowing over a bed of
Finer particles slp

spended in flow sand, silt, and clay particles transports

.- *,* b." -oado these materials as bedload and as

.,. suspended load (Source 38)
Coarsest carhicles roled
and sid of) oJitor i
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' 1CHAPTER FOUR

STREAM BANK EROSION AND FAILURE MODES

an

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers under the stream bank Erosion

-. Control Evaluation and Demonstration Act has evaluated and collected

data from numerous stream systems throughout the continental U.S. and

has classified stream bank erosion and failure modes into the following

six study groups;

1. Mass Wasting

2. Sloughing

3. Undercutting

4. Headcutting

5. Washing ( aggradation/degradation )

6. Cut off meander (oxbow)

'27
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4.2 Mass Wasting [13]

;: Mass wasting is a large mass of soil that slips along a failure plane

in the stream bank material. A decrease in the bank material's shear

strength causing this type of failure could be attributed to swelling

clays due to absorption of water, increase in groundwater pressure from

within the bank and minor movements of the soil or creep. While swelling

of clays or indications that excessive groundwater pressure is building

* in the stream bank cannot be directly observed, tension cracks that run
parallel to the stream can be directly observed. An increase in the shear

0 stress can also cause mass wasting as a result of changes in channel

~ .~*shape caused by scour or erosion of the bank face, increase in surcharge

loads placed at the top of the bank by man and rapid drawdown of water

against the bank face. As the bed of the channel is scoured out, the bank

height increases and may fail under it's own weight. In periods of high
water when banks become saturated ( rainfall, runoff, groundwater, etc.)

there is a balance between the water covering the bank face and the bank

keeping the two in equilibrium, until the stream experiences drawdown

C. ( rate of drawdown is critical ) and if the soil cannot drain quick enough

P1 it can create a pressure imbalance that may cause bank failure. Figures
12, 13 and 14 demonstrate the mass wasting failure mode.

J" . :-
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MaSS tips or Slides Out as a block

Iwater Level

C. r.~ed Bench.

12A. A large mass of soil that slips along a curved path in the stream

bank

77 17 \\N 7 N\\Material slides down bonK as ind: ,'duc, Pjr-c,

Noma

Submerged Bench

12B. A relatively thin soil layer sliding down the stream bank

Figure 12. Stream bank erosive action (Source 4)
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IV,

b 1,.Ii4.3 Slouching

, ,..Sloughing is mass wasting involving small amounts of material

+" moving as clumps on stream banks. The failure mechanism is the same

. " as mass wasting, but is further complicated/caused by partially

'. i protected banks by vegetative growth, heterogeneous characteristics of

• .- bank materials and the freeze-thaw and seasonal cyclic process in the

"".-,northern colder regions.

0,'2

--- .'-4.4 Undercutting

Undercutting is a loss of a non-cohesive soil layer caused by water

level fluctuations, wave action, piping, or combination of two or more

factors. As the non-cohesive soil layer is subjected to variation of water
level, the particles are eroded away eventually causing tension cracks

b mthat develop and lead to ultimate bank failure as shown in figure 15.

4.4 Heacutting

SnHeadcutting is the upslope progression of a channel bank caused by

Severunoff, bank seepage outflow or natural toppling of trees on banks

I

resulting in "V" notches in the banks. Headcutting is shown in figure 16.
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Point Scurce, L ter l inflow ba. filr m y be it r

MI- wasting or sluffing.

Direction of
Er osi on Normal Water Level

~ - -Banks: Vegetated or Barren

Figure 16. Headcutting on a vegetated or barren stream bank (Source 4)
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4.6 Washing

Washing is the removal of soil particles by water level fluctuations,

wave action and stream flow at the bank/fluid interface. Erosion as a

A: - function of degradation is more pronounced on bends and occurs on the

concave bank, while point bars form due to aggradation on the convex

bank. The washing process is shown in figures 17 and 18.
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" Figure 17. Washing process; aggradation and degradation (Source 1)
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Individual particles washed due to water eve!

fluctuation and wave action.

Normal Waif- -evel

-. Submerged Bench

Figure 18. In the washing process material is removed from the concave

- bank, while material is deposited on the convex bank

* (Source 4)

4.7 Cutoff Meanders

*Cutoff Meanders (oxbows )occur abruptly during a stream system's

flood stage when water levels are higher than banks and abnormally high

flows causing rivers to break through banks isolating island type land

masses as shown in figure 19.
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CHAPTER FIVE

INVESTIGATION OF STREAM SYSTEM

*5. Genral [14]

Once a particular stream system reach has been defined as a problem

area, a preliminary investigation should be conducted to define the scope

and character of the damage. This preliminary investigation would then

be used to decide whether protection work is at all feasible, and to

Cdetermine what additional studies and planning are needed. Historical

and future aspects of the erosion problem should be considered as well

as present aspects. Information on the stream systems physical

characteristics of the problem should include: losses of adjacent land

masses and improvements due to erosion or other damage to the stream

-system; inadequacy of channel flow capacity and reductions in

environmental quality with regard to the water, vegetation ,wildlife,

recreation and agriculture.
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" In order to conduct a thorough hydraulic, hydrologic, and sediment

movement evaluation of the stream system, data must be collected in the

following categorized areas: topographic and hydrographic; geologic and

soils; hydrologic, hydraulic and sediment; environmental and

- .climatological. Basically, one must attain an understanding of the past

and present behavior of the stream to correctly evaluate problem causes

and solutions. The field reconnaissance should include a search for flood

0 markers, natural and man made, cultural factors that would affect the

- channel system, surface and subsurface soil sample taken, photographs

D and records of pertinent dimensions and features of bank slope and

surrounding area. It is important that this study also include sufficient

stream bank reaches upstream and downstream of the problem reach,

*4- since corrective action taken in one area may simply shift the problem

upstream or downstream.

5.2 Topographic and Hydrograohic Data [15]

This information is required to correctly establish the channel and

valley alignments, cross sections and profiles, through the problem areas

as well as above and below it. Aerial photography, topographic and

*2 39
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i Ihydrographic maps and charts can be used to examine general channel

alignment and historical information on meandering. In addition to the

data collection, reference markers should be established to monitor
I

* ,active bank caving and vegetative cover types and sizes should be

identified and documented. A typical topographic map and a hydrographic

'7 chart are shown in figures 20 and 21.
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" Figure 20. Typical topographic map ( Source 4 )
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" Figure 21. Typical average hydrograph for White River Junction, Vermont

( Source 4)

, , 5.3 Geologic and Soils Data [16]

'-% Extensive geologic, geomorphic and soils data is available through the

., %, "%local U.S. Geological Survey and Soil Conservation Service. This

; information should be used to tailor a subsurface exploration program to

, :the anticipated soil strata. This information is needed to develop the

- geologic profile and ground water levels in the problem area.

,'-" Piezometers are typically used to gain an understanding of ground water

and its changes due to river fluctuations and rainfall at the site. Banks
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* suspected of failure resulting from poor subsoils or other internal

reasons should be monitored with slope indicators set sufficiently deep

to protect the integrity of the test and insure good data. Soil samples

obtained from the exploration program should be classified and tested.

During the classification work data should be taken to properly identify

thin layers of strata of erodible or resistant subsoils along the channel

bank and bottom. Insitu permeability tests might be helpful to evaluate

permeability characteristics of the stream bank.

5.4 Hydrology. Hydraulic and sediment Data [17]

This information is needed to evaluate stream flow stages,

discharges, velocities and sediment conditions in the problem reach,

", including flow durations, frequencies of peak discharges and any

-" -/ apparent trends caused by climatic cycles, changes in land use, or flow

control by dams, levees and channel modifications. Seasonal run off,

tributary discharge and man made pool fluctuations would be of primary

concern in evaluating the problem area. Historical discharge and current

* "discharge records may be obtained from local governmental agencies,

Army Corps of Engineers ar' possibly hydroelectric power plants if they
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exist. If this information is not available it would require time and

money to set up a monitoring program and this may not be cost effective

and timely depending on the seriousness of the problem area, in which

case data from similar study areas might be used. Once all the

information is collected and compiled it is used to develop annual,

seasonal, peak and flood stage hydrographs used as a primary source in

the analysis of the tractive force and also for weighing the erosive

0 forces causing various types of erosion along the problem reach. A good

source of information is hydroelectric power plants since they maintain

records on both pool stages and variation of pools stages with respect to

time. A typical hydrographic chart was shown previously in figure 21.

5.5 Environmental Considerations [18]

.5' ~.All available data pertaining to forest land, vegetation types,

wildlife, fish habitat, turbidity of the water related to aquatic life,

water quality and water temperature should be considered in an

environmental impact study. We must keep in mind that impacts of

stream bank protection projects are dependent on project location and

regional characteristics, and can change stream hydrology sufficiently
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resulting in adverse impacts throughout the floodplain ecosystem.

During initial project planning a wide range of alternatives is generally

available and careful attention should be paid at all project stages to

avoid conflicts in achieving environmental quality needs versus sound

a, engineering practice.

* Concepts that can easily be implemented in design are the use of

* natural materials for bank protection, vegetative bank cover or

combination of both vegetative cover and structural measures. Proper

selection of project features can contribute significantly to the

*aesthetic value of the completed project, while maintaining a riparian

buffer zone with adequate access for recreation and wildlife.

4fI Construction should be restricted to minimize impacts on the riparian

zone, and affected areas should be restored as soon as possible.

* The balancing of environmental and engineering considerations while

weighing the benefits and costs of various alternatives provides a

method to meet both environmental objectives and project needs in the

area of bank protection.
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r 5.6 Climatological Data, [19]

This type of data is limited to precipitation and air temperature. If

extensive discharge data is available for study, then this information

2~ would not be necessary to determine watershed yields within the study

area.
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'" CHAPTER SIX

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF STREAM BANK PROTECTION PROJECTS

,., After a thorough review of the detailed investigation of the stream

bank erosion problem and analysis of the channel system to determine
the cause or causes of the problem, the objectives and course of action

should be apparent. We can now begin to formulate, assess and evaluate

plans for various types of bank protection methods.

In chapter two we listed the variables that cause stream bank erosion

and in chapter three we discussed their effect on the stream systems

banks and bed. In the next two paragraphs I will summarize the probable

causes of poor stream bank stability and remedial measure alternatives.

The cause or causes in any stream bank problem will probably be

within the following general phenomena: (20]

A. Removal of bank and bed materials through considerable

ranges of depth and distance along the bank due to high flow

velocities.
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B. Removal of material in a confined area due to local

concentrations of high velocities resulting from the local

channel boundary shape.

C'C. Undercutting of the stream bank due to bed degradation, local

* channel velocity patterns, and/or low lying strata of weak

credible bank materials.

D. Bank sloughing or caving due to stream bank material of

varying stability with respect to seasonal vegetative cover

or exposure of highly erodible materials.

E. Massive failures of structurally unstable stream banks due

to increase and/or decrease in shear strength.

F. Removal of stream bank materials due to wave attack from

A wind and passing boats.

G. Removal of stream bank materials due to impact attack from

ice or debri masses.

H. Removal of stream bank materials caused by fluctuating

water levels due to hydropower or flood-control operations.

.5.51. Material loss due to weathering and/or chemical reactions.

J. stream bank material washout due to water entering the
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channel over its banks and/or rainfall on the stream banks.

K. Removal of submerged bank and bed materials due to

- increases in the stream system's sediment capacity.

* - There is a seemingly endless variety of stream bank protection

'S methods to choose from to protect a stream system against one or

several erosive problems causing damage and/or stream bank failure. It

"S is therefore extremely important to gather as much knowledge,

experience and guidance from all assets past and present. Some good

sources are the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Section 32 Program and

design directives. Remedial methods in any stream bank problem will

'ifall in the following categories of protection techniques, from which

a more specific items can be derived and can often be used in

combination: [21]

A. Direct stream bank protection with materials more resistant

* to erosion than the underlying soil due to greater density,

mat-type construction or reinforcement of the bank soils as

with vegetation, filter cloth, tires, etc.

B. Dikes or devices to reduce the flow velocities along bank.

C. Dikes or other techniques to reshape the channel alignment
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locally or extensively so as to direct the flow away from the

stream bank, or to reduce sharp channel curvature.

0. Protection of the bank to prevent undercutting.

E. Grade control of the channel bottom.

4 F. Improving the structural stability of the stream bank or soil

mass.

4 .G. Controlling water flow entering channels over its stream

bank.

It cannot be stressed enough that any substantial changes to the

stream system's original configuration should be given careful

consideration so as not to initiate a "domino effect" of new problems

resulting from improper analysis and action to solve the original stream

~-- ~reach problem. In order to minimize the "domino effect" in

whole-channel improvements as much of the natural channel as possible

should be used and the water and sediment flow characteristics

throughout the reach should be changed as little as possible.

~. :.A range of stream bank protection projects should emerge from

consideration of the causes and alternative remedial measures. A

preliminary review of the remedial measures will identify a number of
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A. Design guidance from appropriate sources should be

carefully reviewed for application to the specific problem

I and followed closely to avoid adverse results. The U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers is responsible to provide technical and

engineering assistance to non-Federal public interest groups

in developing structural and nonstructural methods of

preventing damages attributable to shore and stream bank

erosion.

B. Both successful and unsuccessful experience on the same

stream system or similar streams can be particularly

helpful in selecting protection schemes and detailing plans.

C. Locally available low cost alternative construction

materials for the project should be evaluated and used,

whenever possible.
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m D. Constructibility of each project is considered during its

design phase. This allows the plans and specifications to be

understood and the project constructed with ease. The

constructibility review includes analysis of compatibility

of design, site, materials, methods, techniques, schedules

and field conditions as well as sufficiency of details and

specifications, freedom from design errors, omissions, and

ambiguities.

E. The anticipated performance of the stream bank protection

project should be outlined over its expected life.

Extreme consideration should be given to expected ranges

and duration of flows, possible land-use changes, materials

strength and durability, anticipated maintenance,

* environmental conditions related to the project, etc.

*F. Alternatives of no protective work and nonstructural work

should also be investigated. In problem reaches where only

low-cost protection can be justified, a lower degree of

protection could be provided against a correspondingly

lower degree of flooding. This type of protection would

* require close observation.

15
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*~.J ~,CHAPTER SEVEN

EROSION CONTROL METHODS

r 7.1 General [23]

* Within the continental United States, effective protection of stream

banks along navigable waterways is an integral part of the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers mission. This mission places the large responsibility

upon them to maintain navigation channels, protect property and improve

water quality. It was this responsibility, which resulted in the Section

"~ \32 Program Legislation. This legislation allowed for a variety of

experiments and studies to be conducted to determine the most effective

and economical bank protection "methods" at selected sites nationwide

to demonstrate their capability to perform under a broad range of

geographical and environmental conditions. The most widely used

revetment types, which have found favor in these studies and in the

engineering community, are:
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A. Stone riprap,
B. Gabions,

C. Articulated concrete mattresses,

D. Erosion-control matting,

E. Fences,

F. Vegetation,

G. Jacks,

H. Bulkheads,

0 I. Concrete pavement,

J. Transverse dikes,

K. Woven plastic filter cloths.

.4

.... .-" The use and effectiveness of each of these revetment types will be

discussed in more detail in the following sections.

- . "~

7.2 Stone Riprap [24]

When stone of sufficient size and quantity is available, riprap is

usually the first choice among the various stream bank protection

methods. A Riprap blanket is flexible and can withstand slight movement

of the bank resulting from settling or other minor stream system

adjustments. When a section of riprap is damaged or lost it can easily be
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repaired by placing more stone. The construction is also quite simple

with no special equipment or complex placement practices needed. The

appearance is natural and is widely accepted in recreational and public

areas. Eventually vegetative growth will often appear through the rocks

-~ hiding it further as well as adding structural value to the bank and

restoring natural roughness.

Riprap consist of rock courses placed along the bank slope (grade if

irregular). A bed of gravel or porous filter material is placed first over

the sloped bank to allow seepage but prevent migration of bank material.

In order for a riprap blanket to be effective under t-he influence of the

storm system's maximum hydraulic flow condition, the bedding material

must prevent erosion of the natural bank material through the riprap and

Sresist undercutting and raveling at the blanket ends. Therefore the

design objectives necessary to insure bank protection requires:

A. Determination of shape, size and weight of the stones in the

riprap blanket to insure stability under designed hydraulic

flow conditions.

pB. Well-graded bE Ading material or filter cloth to prevent

- 55
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repaired by placing more stone. The construction is also quite simple

with no special equipment or complex placement practices needed. The

appearance is natural and is widely accepted in recreational and public

areas. Eventually vegetative growth will often appear through the rocks

hiding it further as well as adding structural value to the bank and

" restoring natural roughness.

Riprap consist of rock courses placed along the bank slope (grade if

l irregular). A bed of gravel or porous filter material is placed first over

- - the sloped bank to allow seepage but prevent migration of bank material.

* . In order for a riprap blanket to be effective under the influence of the

storm systems maximum hydraulic flow condition, the bedding material

must prevent erosion of the natural bank material through the riprap and

resist undercutting and raveling at the blanket ends. Therefore the

design objectives necessary to insure bank protection requires;

.. A. Determination of shape, size and weight of the stones in the

riprap blanket to insure stability under designed hydraulic

' - flow conditions.

B. Well-graded bedding material or filter cloth to prevent
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r erosion of bank material through the blanket.

C. Optimum blanket and bed thickness.

D. Proper termination of the riprap blanket.

Airy's Law has been used to determine several empirical relationships

used in the determination of the minimum stone size and weight for use

on a specific stream bank to withstand it's maximum hydraulic flow. The

0 determined size and weight are considered median values, such that 50%

of the sZ-ones used in the riprap blanket must be greater in size and 50%

& must not weigh less than the median values empirically calculated.

-~ Selection of the stone shape is controlled by subjective experience and

local available types for use in the riprap blanket. Stone that is

block-type and has sharp edges are preferred offering a better fit and

good interlocking capability for increased stability. In general no stone

should be used with a length-to-width ratio greater than 3 with no more

than 25% greater than 2.5 and less than 3.0.

Both quarry-run and graded stone can be used in a riprap blanket, but

large stones are usually eliminated or crushed. This will prevent

accelerated water flow around a large stone that can scour bed material
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A and possibly remove smaller adjacent stones in the blanket. Gradation of

riprap is also extremely important. Poor gradation caused by over sized

~ stones can prevent mechanical interlocking and promote movement of

underlying natural materials through the blanket. Poorly graded riprap

can still be used, but would require a thicker filter bed of sand, crushed

4:rock, gravel or synthetic filter cloth underneath. Ideally what we try to

achieve is a stone blanket with a gradual reduction in size that blends

-~ with the natural bed material (not economical).

The riprap blanket thickness should be at least 1 to 1 .5 times the

maximum stone diameter size or twice the average diameter size used.

O For dumped stone the maximum bank slope should be 1:2, while for hand

4- placed stone it can be increased to 1:1.5.

Riprap has been used effectively in channel stabilization and

realignment using the trench-fill technique shown in Figure 22. A trench

is excavated at the base of the graded stream bank and is riprap filled

with additional riprap placed on the bank above the trench. As the

hydraulic flow of the stream erodes the bank between the stream and the

trench, the bank fails and eventually the trench becomes the revetment.
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UPPER SLOPE FILL

Figure 22. Trench-fill revetment ( Source 2 )

•.-. 7.3 Gan [25]

Gabions are prefabricated wire-mesh cages or baskets divided by

%"• .. diaphragms into cells. The wire-mesh is generally galvanized steel wire

%t and can be coated if the gabion is to be used in a corrosive environment.

,." -During the construction phase a gabion support apron is first laid on

. . the stream bank that will extend a minimum of 6 feet past the toe of the

.; gabion works. The gabion apron must have a height of 1 .5 to 2 times the

t: depth of the scour predicted at the stream system toe. Each apron cage

is placed and securely wired together and then filled with stone. Next

,.-, :-.the gabion revetment cages are placed and wired securely to the apron

~and neighboring cages and then filled with stone. The stone should be
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slightly larger than the cage opening and offer maximum available

-- density. As the cages are filled with stone the wires are also connected

between opposite end walls to prevent bulging. The stone should also

offer good to excellent resistance to weathering, freeze-thaw actions

. -: and abrasion.

- Gabions are also flexible and can accommodate for minor changes in

-I. stream bank geometry. The stone filled cages also allow bank seepage to

preclude excessive hydrostatic pressure failures of stream bank. Gravel

and sand beds and filter cloths are sometimes used beneath the

gabion structure to prevent migration of fines from the natural bank to

, the stream. Appendix A includes typical applications, installation,

calculations and specifications by Maccaferri Gabions, Inc..

7.4 Articulated Concrete Mattresses [26]

Articulated concrete mattresses, because of their weight and

flexibility, offers outstanding protection against stream bank erosion in
.. ,

areas subject to excessive hydraulic flow ( more applicable to costal

, iareas, but have been used on the larger navigable riverways ). The only

drawback is the specialized construction equipment required and the
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expense to install the revetment.

The basic unit is a slab of concrete 3 feet 10 1/4 inches long by 14

inches wide by 3 inches thick (can vary according to project size and

>~* ~span required). These slabs are cast and tied together by

errosion -resistant reinforcement wire forming rectangular units

P q. measuring 4 feet wide by 25 feet long with a one inch spacing between

slabs. This one inch articulated joint was further modified in the shape

0 of a "V" which reduced the spacing from 10% of the total mattress down

*to 1 %. This change further minimized stream bank materials from

washing through the interstices preventing excessive settlement.

* - During the construction process, after the submerged stream bank has

been shaped in preparation for mattress placement, the concrete

*mattress is assembled on a barge anchored over the submerged bank.

*When a 25 foot by 140 foot section is assembled it is termed a launch

* and subsequent launches are connected to each other until the desired

length has been assembled. Next comes the actual placement of the

launches. The first launch is secured to the bank and the barge starts to

*move toward midstream and the completed concrete mattress is moved

off the barge and sunk inplace on the submerged bank. This process is
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r shown in figure 23.

The actual shaping of subaqueous stream banks and concrete mat

sinking operations are not commenced unless the river stage has fallen

to 15 feet above mean low water. This essentially limits placing this

type of revetment during the low water season. The upper limit of the

-. concrete mattress should reach a height of about 6 foot above mean low

water and should be laid to a point of about 50 feet past the stream

system's thalweg. The articulated concrete mattress by ERO/CON

Corporation is similar, but on a smaller scale and can be economically

used for stream bank stabilization. This concrete block system is shown

in Appendix B which includes typical applications, installation

procedures, calculations and specifications.
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Figure 23. Articulated Concrete mattress being sunk from launching

I barge (Source 2)

7.5 Erosion-Control Matting [27]

There is a large variety of erosion-control matting available on the

0 commercial market. This type of matting is generally installed by hand

and does not require any specialized equipment. It is normally secured to

W%

the stream banks with stakes or staples, which can also be

biodegradable.
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The matting can come in various thicknesses and is normally

structured in the form of a web, which allows vegetation to grow

- through the mat openings. This type of design can be either short or long

term. Short term might involve the use of a biodegradable mat system

which allows natural vegetation to grow through and stabilize the

stream bank prior to decomposition of the mat system. A long term

system could be in the form of a jumbled wire matting with a protective

coating that allows natural vegetation to grow through, but remains in

place for additional stream bank support.

Fences can be used in a variety of ways to solve numerous stream

- bank protection problems on low-gradient streams with discharges less

*than 500,000 cubic feet per second (CFS). Fences can either be

positirned parallel to the stream bank to be protected or transverse

upstream or downstream. A typical parallel fence protection system

on a gradual sloping bank might consist of two parallel fences along the

-> stream bank 3 to 10 feet apart with brush, hay or rock stacked or dumped

between the fences. This will provide an extra measure of protection
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against erosive action by the water currents. On steep banks one fence

might be used in conjunction with the stream bank to hold the brush, hay

or rock backfill in place. A parallel system is usually used as a stop gap

measure to allow sufficient time for natural or planted vegetation to

establish itself. On steep banks it is used to prevent sloughing. A

transverse fence on the other hand is normally positioned to deflect or

trap do-bris. A downstream orientation at an oblique angle to the current

*will deflect debris into the main channel. This type of fence is normally

used to deflect large debris that might damage a bank and also to keep it

clear. A transverse fence oriented upstream will collect and trap debris

and is used to clear the main channel stream and serve to encourage

sediment deposition.

All sorts of local materials can be used to construct stream bank

protection fences. Fence posts can be treated or untreated wood, used

a.rails, pipe steel beams, or concrete posts. The fence material is

generally wood or wire, but rope and filter cloths have also been used.

Design loading for the fence system is dependent on the water and debri

loading of the stream system.
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D: Fencing is not considered one of the more effective means of stream

0u-

bank protection, but is commonly used especially in rural areas because

no special materials or techniques are required for construction. Some

- .typical fence systems are shown in figures 24 through 27.
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Figure 25. Single line of steel rail, wire-meshed fence as a retarder

(Source 4)

"0

Figure 26. Double row fence of timber posts and barbed wire with rock

fill Source 4* i6
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" I7.7 Vegetation [29]

The major principal functions of stream bank protection measures

are to keep fast moving water and transported coarse materials away

from the sloped stream bank surface and to improve the structural

integrity of the bank. In stream bank protection projects we can divide

. vegetative growth into grasses and woody plants. Grasses can establish

themselves very quickly but offer less protection against periods of high

* velocity flow. Research in this area has also determined that the ability

of grass to reduce stream system velocities is directly related to the

length, width and density of the blade, the areal density of the grass and

- the depth of the root system. Stream velocities can be reduced by as

much as 90 percent at the boundary layer between water and soil if the

grass stand is well established.

The most important factor affecting the selection of a particular

grass species to be used in a revetment project is the length of time

required for the grass stand to establish itself on the slope. Selection is

1ZI also based on soil and air temperature, total rainfall and rainfall

distribution, type of soil available for planting, the bank slope and the

ability of the soil to store water for plant growth during dry periods.

Some grasses that have outstanding characteristics that provide
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S optimum resistance to erosion often must be excluded from use in

regions where the growing season is short or the stream banks are

submerged for prolonged periods of time.

During construction the stream bank topsoil is stripped to eliminate

weed growth that may tend to choke out the revetment grass to be

S-. planted. The exposed stream bank material is then sloped, rolled and

finally scarified prior to planting. The grass can be planted by sodding,

sprigging or more commonly by mechanical hydroseeding.

Woody plants have a greater initial cost/and a longer time to become

established but are a more effective long-term protection measure.

Stream bank sections with scouring problems can be stabilized by using

woody plants at the bank toe and grass above the toe to minimize costs.

• , 1. Above the mean high-water level on stream banks and in backwater

areas, the major erosive soil action results in soil mass disintegration

by alternate wetting and drying and wind. Grasses have proven

themselves as excellent deterents to these erosive conditions.

" Of all the bank protection methods, vegetation is the only natural

self-renewing method and in most cases the most economical and

aesthetically pleasing.
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7.8Jacks (30]

Jacks consist of three linear members that are bolted or welded at

their midpoint so that they resemble a perpendicular toy jack. Jacks can

be made of wood, steel and concrete materials. During construction the

jacks are assembled and laced with cable. Then they are placed in a

linear array and connected at 15-30 foot intervals with additional

cables. Jack arrays can be parallel or at an angle with the stream flow.

Parallel systems are called diversion lines and angled systems are called

retard lines. The most commercially used jack system is called the

Kellner Jack Field. The array consists of retard lines anchored to the

stream bank with deadmen that extend into the channel where the free

end is anchored to a diversion line.

The Kellner Jack Field is an indirect stream bank protection system

(not in contact with the banks) and is used to control the stream

system's thalweg. Moving the thalweg away from the stream bank tends

to scour the main channel and improve navigation, while protecting the

stream banks.

* The Kellner Jack Field is also extremely flexible and can conform to

changing channel geometry. This type of stream protection is more

applicable to wide, shallow, slit-laden streams subject to severe scour
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during high-velocity flows. Flows can be reduced from peaks up to 5 fps

down to 0.5-0.25 fps by an effective Kellner Jack Field. A correctly

designed and installed system can build banks, remove debris from the

main channel, eliminate sedimentation in the main channel and allow

S- natural or planted vegetation to grow and provide additional stream bank

-- protection.

Although jack fields are not aesthetically harmonious with flood

plain landscaping, they have proven to be effective in locations where

riprap and other more economical types of revetment are not available.

ii Jack fields are not recommended for use in areas with corrosive

environments, stream systems that experience extremely high velocity

flows or on stream systems where the stream bank to be protected is

higher than the jack field. Figure 28 shows a Kellner jack field parallel

to the stream bank.

01"1

.Figure 28. Kellner jack field (Source 2 )
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7.Q Bulkheads (31]

This type of revetment is used to protect stream banks that are steep

- and unstable, to improve water transportation from bank to bank, or to

create additional water front by backfilling behind the bulkhead.

* .. ,.Bulkheads are generally constructed out of timber, steel or concrete,

with timber being the least costly. Prefabricated asbestos fiber

bulkheads are also available from commercial sources.

4 Commercial bulkhead sheets are generally worked into the soil with a

*compressed air jet or driven into the ground with a mechanical aid. The

sheets are then joined together and capped. The required specialized

* equipment and procedures for this revetment are extremely costly.

1 7.10 Concrete Pavement [321

Concrete pavements used for bank protection are generally expensive

because of form work, mix design, batching, placement and curing that

must be rigidly controlled. A rigid concrete pavement does provide a

high degree of reliability over a long life with minimum maintenance, if

scour under the slab due to inadequate subsurface drainage can be

prevented. Concrete pavements are normally used along stream banks,
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bridge abutments and main-line levees in heavily populated and/or

industrial areas.

7,11 Transverse Dikes [33]

Transverse dikes are used to deflect eroding river currents away from

- stream banks and/or reduce stream flow velocities. Transverse dikes

are an indirect method of protection since the actual revetment is not

placed directly on the stream bank to isolate the erosion envelope.

The two principal types of transverse dikes are permeable and

impermeable. Permeable transverse dikes retard flow and cause

- deposition of sediment while impermeable transverse dikes redirect

flow to the main channel. In either case the stream system geometry is

altered and must adjust to regain the cross-sectional area required to

pass the same discharge as before the dike was constructed. As the

stream bank being protected begins to stabilize the main-channel flow

begins to scour out its bed until original flow stabilization is reached.

Timber piles are the most common type of permeable dike and can be

' designed and constructed using face boards with horizontal bracing, as

well as single piles and clusters (3 piles strapped together) in single or

multiple rows. Design selection is dependent on stream depth and
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hydraulic flow conditions that must be sustained by the dike Design of

pile spacing is also dependent on the quantity and characteristics of the

sediment being transported. Suspending screens can also be used to

encourage more effective deposition (applicable to fine sediment being

. .transported). A transverse stone dike is the most common impermeable

dike and is usually constructed from quarry-run stone with specific

limitations on maximum size and amount of fines.

These dikes are constructed with crowns varying up to 10 feet or

*:" . -more depending on the stream reach's hydraulic conditions. The principal

.' "advantage of an impermeable stone dike is that the void volume can be

minimized passing little or no water through. The result is

sedimentation between dikes and reduced scalloping between dikes that

might be caused by eddies and over topping flow.

The primary purpose of a transverse dike is to move the thalweg

further away from the stream bank. To accomplish this, the transverse
"a-,

:-". dike must extend into the stream past the point where the highest

velocities occur, but not interfere with industrial or recreational

* navigation.

, Design spacing between any two dikes is generally the average of

their lengths multiplied by a spacing-length ratio (based on design
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experience).

Selection of this type of revetment is limited by local cost

effectiveness and stream usage. Some typical wood pile dikes are shown

n figure 29.

Diagonal Bracing

Port Elevation

- - Dragon Cl

Bracing

Br T al Waling A re Mesh orTYD a' %reM Barbed Wire

B askeSt

S t r e a m W i r e M e s h o r d u s o i e f F x d B s t a
S id e a r b e d W -r ew ith R a c k F ill, O p tio n a l

Part PlanSetn

Figure 29. Timber pile dikes (Source 4
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7.12 Woven Plastic Filter Cloths [34]

The use of filter cloth over the past 25-30 years has been an

C exceptable method of stream bank protection in conjunction with

*concrete blocks, riprap, vegetative growth, dikes, walls, mats and

other traditional revetment methods. One of the primary causes of

stream bank erosion is due to an inadequate filtration system in which

the fine soil particles are removed from the stream bank resulting in

subsequent erosion or bank failure. Normally, filters of granular soils are

used in layers of graded sands, gravels and stone materials in various

thicknesses to provide the required protection. All too often these

materials are not readily available or are too expensive due to hauling

and placing requirements. The placement of these materials is usually

tedious and demands strict supervision.

-- -. -. Once the natural stream bank characteristics are known, a woven

filter cloth can be selected for use as a filter and/or structural support

blanket. The cloth selected should allow the water to pass freely while

*.~.* *.preventing the stream bank's fine soil particles from passing.

During the construction phase, the stream bank is cleared and graded

to the appropriate slope to accept the filter cloth. The cloth is then laid
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and anchored with wood or metal stakes. Where the filter cloth sheets

meet you can use a staked 2 foot overlay, with a sewn or stapled seam.

- "- All man-made penetrations and tears during the construction phase must

be sealed to preserve the filter cloth's integrity. The revetment to be

placed on top of the filter cloth should use a controlled drop height not

to exceed 2 to 3 feet above the filter cloth to prevent puncturing by

other materials to be layered. Revetment and filter cloth seams should

: ialso be offset.

Construction techniques for placement of the actual revetment on top

of the filter cloth should not vary from the normal sequences mentioned

in previous sections of this report. Appendix C includes information on

:applications, handling and installation, calculations and specifications.
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M CHAPTER EIGHT

GENERAL REVETMENT DESCRIPTION AND RELATIVE COST

8.1 General [35]

Stream bank protection systems can be subdivided into two

- categories, which are flow redirection structures and stream bank

revetment structures. Sections 8.2 and 8.3 provide unit cost per foot for

each type of stream bank protection. These unit costs also include

~*. engineering and design ( E&D ) and supervision and administration ( S&A

as well as actual construction costs. These costs are based on

information collected by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers from both the

public and private sectors.

8.2 Flow Redirection Structures [36]

Flow Redirection Structures are indirect methods of stream bank

- protection, since the actual revetment is not placed directly on the

$ stream bank. Flow redirection structures can be further broken down into

two types, ones that are perpendicular or at an angle to the stream
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* ibank and parallel to and offset from the stream bank. These two groups

are presented below with their relative costs.

i I :Cost 
Ranges

"' Flow Redirection Structures Perpendicular $/ft of Bank
_-_to or at an angle to the stream bank Protected-.I

-- Sand dike with gravel core and cover, vegetated 45

-, - Rock hard points, at various spacings, into the 31-177

river or in the bank

, Gabion groins (dikes)- wire baskets filled with 119

stone and gravel

-. Permeable timber fence or wire fence dikes at 147

various spacings with pile supports

- Concrete pile hard points-concrete piles formed 1152

together in the banks with a concrete cap

- Nylon sand-filled bag groins (dikes) 132

- Longard tube groins (dikes)-48" diameter nylon 72

tubes of various lengths filled with sand

- - Tree pendants-dead trees from along the stream, 93

dragged and placed in front of the eroding banks

and anchored to the bank

Cost Ranges
Flow Redirection Structures Parallel to $/ft of Bank

_.____ and offset from the stream bank Protected

- Permeable timber or wire mesh fence, pile 28-437

supported with and without brush backfill to bank
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- Tree pendants-dead trees from along the stream, 19-24

-- dragged and placed in front of the eroding banks

and anchored to the bank

S - Floating tire breakwater-used tires filled with 346

I., buoyant material and tied together to form a

wave breakwater

- Kellner jacks-steel angles bolted together at the 109

midpoint in a shape like a jack and wired together

- in the stream, parallel to the shore

8.3 Stream Bank Revetment Structures [37]

Stream bank revetment structures are forms of bank protection

which are directly applied to the stream bank for protection. This

group is presented below with their relative costs.
Cost Ranges
$/ft of Bank

__._Stream Bank Revetment Structures Protected

-- Rock-fill toe with various inexpensive, 83-665

upper-bank protective systems and vegetation

-. Rock-fill stability berm to correct a bank 142-209

instability problem with various upper-bank

protection systems

- Wood and wire fence anchored to the bank 32

Gabion dike at toe of slope and backfilled to the 659

slope
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- Stone-fill dike at toe of slope and backfilled to 150-576

the slope with and without upper-bank protection

- Windrow trenches- trenches at the top of bank in 44-149

which stones are placed at varying rates to fall

down the slope as erosion of bank occurs

- Gabion mattress-interlaced wire mesh baskets 137-270

filled with river cobbles or crushed rock, with and

without filter fabric underlayment and upper-bank

vegetation

- Used tire mattress with earth or stone fill; with 78-874

and without filter fabric underlayment; upper bank

vegetated

. Sand and sand-cement filled bags with filter 74-145

fabric underlayment and upper bank vegetation

- Baled hay with and without filter fabric 159-210

underlayment; upper bank vegetated

- Precast cellular concrete mattress with filter 83-603

abric underlayment and upper-bank vegetation

- Used tire wall with and without filter fabric; 159-210

upper bank vegetated

-"Used tire wall, pile-supported, with or without 223

filter fabric
, -Soil-cement blanket-a mixture of the natural 467-823

soil and cement compacted in place

- Grout-filled mats (e.g., Fabriform) 197-828
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Concrete and log crib walls-an interlacing of 800

concrete beams or logs forming a box and backfilled

"! I  -Filter fabric matting anchored at toe and top of 70

bank, and randomly between on the slope

- Enkamat-a patented product to promote vegetative 101 - 111

growth

- Dumped rubble-coarse concrete and brick material 180-400

from building debris

- Riprap blanket-Corps criteria and quarry-run 64-298

• • stone

Wire-mesh-lined, log cribs filled with river 285

cobbles

- Vegetated slope only 64
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.'4. CHAPTER NINE

NEW ENGLAND DEMONSTRATION PROJECT [39]

9.1 General

The New England Division of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers under

the authority of Public Law 93-251, Section 32 has selected both

Haverhill, N.H. and Northfield, Ma. as stream bank demonstration sites.

The final selection of these two sites was based on the cooperation of

the landowners, communities, states and representative nature of the

U many miles of stream bank erosion along the Connecticut River. The

Haverhill, N.H. site will be discussed in the sections to follow.

9.2 Erosion Problem

The haverhill, N.H. demonstration site is approximately one mile

downstream from the Newbury-Haverhill bridge and is shown in figure

30. The left bank of the river which is actively eroding at the rate of 10

feet per year ranges in height from 5 to 22 feet above the normal water
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Figure 30. Site location (Source 39)
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level. This site is also located 38 miles upstream from the Wilder Dam

(hydroelectric plant ). Although the dam operation varies the water

level at the demonstration site by 1 to 1.5 feet, this stream section is

influenced mainly by conditions typical of a natural flowing, meandering

river. Annual spring runoff due to storms and snow melt inundates the

lower bank and in cases of unusually high spring runoff and flood flows

the whole bank is inundated. Erosion at the site is caused by shear and

o eddy forces acting on the outside of the meandering river bend. Ice also

contributes greatly to the erosion process during the winter season. The

land being lost is farmland with the likelihood that an oxbow of 30

acres would be created if the current erosion process is allowed to

continue.

- - 9.3 current and Historical Data

The population of Haverhill is approximately 2500 and the labor

force consists of people engaged in manufacturing, light industry,

agriculture and tourist trade.

Flow conditions at the Haverhill -Rite are best represented by the U.S.

Geological Survey flow gage located 11 miles upstream. The average

summertime low flow of 3450 cfs occurs during July through October
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and the average snow melt low flow of 15635 cfs occurs during April

and May. The average annual peak flow discharge has been 33100 cfs

. since the completion of the last major upstream storage project in

1961. Figures 31 through 33 represent this information.

The soil conditions at the site were determined by using data

collected and soil test results from 4 borings taken along the bank line

30 to 40 feet landward. Analysis of the soil test results indicate that

-the bank materials were water-laid deposits composed mostly of silty

fine sand (SM) and fine sandy silt (ML). The soil classification and test

results are shown in figures 34 through 36. Most of the river bank was

eroded to an almost vertical bank with little to no vegetative covering.

The main types of erosion that have been observed in their order of

importance at this site are sloughing, undercutting and mass wasting,

_ .and the principal cause is shear stress associated with high stream

flow. The shear force is further magnified at this site since it is

located on the outside of a sharp stream bend. Pool fluctuation, seepage,

boat waves and overbank drainage have a much less affect on the overall

.-. erosion process.
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9.4 Design and Construction

The primary driving force in selecting revetment types for this site

- was to gain experience with new and innovative methods of stream bank

erosion control, while also using locally available materials and

A simplistic construction techniques that the local work force could

perform with their available assets.

The demonstration site is 2500 feet long and consists of 5

revetment reaches each 500 feet long. The stream bank revetment is

further divided into upper and lower sections, where the upper bank

revetment in all 5 reaches is some form of vegetative growth. The lower

bank revetments are described below;

1. A 12 inch thick gabion mattress will be placed from the

underwater toe to a point 3 foot vertical above the normal

water line. Filter fabric will be used on one half of this reach.

The bank above will be dressed to its natural slope (1 on 1.5)

and seeded.

2. A matting of interlocked rubber tires will be placed on the

underwater slope from the toe to a point 3 feet vertical above
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the normal water surface. The tires in half this reach will be

filled with rock and the other half with earth. The bank above

will be dressed to its natural slope (I on 1.5 ) and seeded.

3. The sand-cement paper rip-rap bags will be placed on the

underwater slope from the toe to a point 3 feet vertical above

the normal water surface. Filter fabric will be used on one half

of this reach. The upper bank will be formed to a 1 on 2 slope

and seeded.

4. The underwater bank will be reformed to a 1 on 2 slope and

overlaid with baled hay which is contained by wire mesh. The

S upper bank will also be formed to a 1 on 2 slope and seeded.

5. The final section will remain in its present condition

below the water line. The upper bank will be formed to a 1 on 2

slope and seeded.

The 5 reaches are shown in figures 37 through 39.
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SEED MIXTURES SHRUBS AND VINES

1 REED CANARYGRASS 11 PURPLEOSIER WILLOW

KENTUCKY 31 FESCUE
REDTOP 12 SIBERIAN DOGWOOD

2 REED CANARYGRASS 13 REDOSIER DOGWOOD
CREEPING RED FESCUE
REDTOP 14 SUMMERSWEET

3 REED CANARYGRASS 15 AMERICAN BITTERSWEET
KENTUCKY 31 FESCUE
BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL 16 VIRGINIA CREEPER

4 CROWNVETCH 17 HALL'S HONEYSUCKLE
KENTUCKY 31 FESCUE
CREEPING RED FESCUE

5 FLAT PEA
KENTUCKY 31 FESCUE

6 CROWNVETCH
FLAT PEA
KENTUCKY 31 FESCUE

7 BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL
CREEPING RED FESCUE

8 CREEPING RED FESCUE
BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL
REDTOP

9 KENTUCKY 31 FESCUE
CREEPING FESCUE
REED CANARYGRASS
REDTOP

NOTE: NUMBERS ARE KEYED

10 KENTUCKY 31 FESCUE TO PANELS ON PLATE 10
CREEPING RED FESCUE
REDTOP

UPPER BANK VEGETATION
HAVERHILL DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

Figure 39. Upper bank vegetation types ( Source 39 )
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9.5 Monitoringi

Cross-section surveys were taken one year before and just prior to

construction, with one additional survey of reach 5 that failed.

Settlement monuments were periodically checked with no significant

change. As of December 1986 no significant floods have occurred and the

Connecticut River has not reached bankfull conditions. The monitoring

program is summarized in figure 40.

The U.S. Geological Survey has provided velocity readings for the site

visits for low, moderate and high flow conditions and are shown in

figure 41.

9.6 EVALUATION

The maximum discharge during the evaluation period was estimated

at 19400 cfs, which is much lower than the mean annual flood of 33100

cfs. The lower bank was over topped by approximately 3 feet during this

flow period. In the vegetated upper bank, minor scouring was observed in

the over topping zone of reaches 1 through 4. The upper bank also

experienced minor gully erosion due to concentrated surface runoff.

S Although the vegetation is well established no evaluation can be madeI

since no significant river flows have occurred after project completion.
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Reach 5 suffered a major failure due to no toe revetment used on the

lower bank. The earth filled rubber tire revetment, reach 213,

experienced minor settlement due to the loss of earth filling in the

tires. Minor bulging and voids were also observed in the baled hay

revetment. The sand-cement filled bags, reach 3, have deteriorated as

intended, but the sand-cement is also eroding. The gabion and stone

filled rubber tires were found in good condition.

9.7 Cncusion

Although no high flow conditions have been experienced at this site

as of December 1986, toe protection is an essential part of any

successful revetment project. This is supported by the failure in reach

5. Stone fill vice earth fill should be used in the tire revetment as

demonstrated by the superior performance of reach 2A over 2B.

Noncorrodable banding should also be used with rubber tire revetment.

Some form of structural matting should be added to the upper vegetated

bank to prevent gullies and mulching and wood chips used on a 2:1 bank

slope are not reliable and are washed away by water movement.
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FIELD DATA OF PHYSICAL FEATURES FREQUENCY
1. Detailed topographic survey of Taken the year before and just

bankline from thalwag to 15 feet prior to construction.
beyond top of bank.

2. Cross sections of bankline ex- Developed for project design
tending from thalwag to 15 feet and taken as needed for repair
beyond top of bank. and reconstruction work.

3. Settlement monuments checked Checked just after construction
for vertical and horizontal and then on as needed basis.
movements.

4. Velocity measurements at toe Taken during low, medium, and
of slope and 40 feet river- higher flow periods.
ward and recording of dis-
charge and water surface
elevation.

VISUAL OBSERVATIONS
1. Aggradation-degradation pro- Semi-annually for all visual

cesses. observations.
2. Erosion and river conditions.
3. Changes in aquatic and terres-

trial habitat.
* 4. Changes in upper slope vege-

tation.
5. Changes in structure integrity

and material durability.
6. Surface current flow patterns.

MATERIAL TESTS
1. Borings of bank material. Once during preconstruction
2. Mechanical analysis of river- period.

bank material.
3. Classification of bank material.
4. Specific gravity, Atterberg

limits, hydrometers and water
content of bank material.

S. Analysis of construction materials As needed during construction.
when appropriate.

PHOTOGRAPHY
1. Aerial photography Preconstruction photos taken

at site.
2. Ground level periodic Taken semi-annually beginning

photographs taken at pre- at the completion of con-

determined locations. struction.

CONNECTICUT RIVER
HAVERHILL DEMONSTRATION SITE

MONITORING PROGRAM

Figure 40. Monitoring Program ( Source 39 )
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CHAPTER TEN

CONCLUSION

The various types of stream bank erosion and bank failure have been

studied and well documented in both the laboratory and in the field. It

has further been determined that soil erosion and bank failure is a

function of a combination of many geotechnical and hydrological

parameters, some of which have only recently surfaced in the last five to

ten years. Due to the complex nature of these erosional processes and

interaction of the variables and forces that cause stream bank erosion,

the mechanics of erosional patterns on channels and stream banks are

still not understood very well to date. It was for this reason that

Congress enacted Public Law 93-251 which allowed the U.S. Army Corps

of Engineers under the Section 32 Program to collect pertinent stream

system data to study and evaluate new and existing stream bank

protection methods. This program also put forth an effort to establish
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general design guidelines for future revetment projects. Therefore, all

the concepts, principles and methodologies presented in this report are

-' generalities and need to be tailored to specific erosion sites. This

dilemma is further complicated by logistic and economic constraints,

* such as availability and cost of material, transportation, construction

equipment and manpower.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

GLOSSARY

1. Armor: The man-made outer layer of revetment designed to take the

full force of the wave action or the natural layer of erosion resistant

material left after the finer materials have been eroded.

2. Aggradation (Bed): The removal of stream bank material due to

;.J.entrained sediment, ice, or debris coming in contact with the bank.

3. Backwater Area: The low-lying lands adjacent to a stream that may

become flooded during periods of high water.

4. Bank: The side slopes of a channel between which the stream flow

normally resides.

5. Bed: The bottom of stream channel.

6. Bed Load: The sediment that moves by saltation, rolling, or sliding in

the bed layer of the stream.

7. Bed Slope: The inclination of the channel bottom.

8. Blanket: The material covering on all or part of a stream bank to

prevent erosion.

9. Braided Stream: A relatively wide and shallow stream with

multiple channels formed by islands and bars in the waterway.
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10. Buffer Zone: An area of vegetation located between the top of a

bank and adjacent pastures or cultivated land.

11. Caving: The collapse of a bank by undercutting due to erosion of the

toe or an erodible soil !ayer above the toe.

12. Channel: A natural or man-made waterway that can pass flow.

13. Confluence: The junction point of two or more streams.

14. Constriction (flow): A reduction in channel cross-section area

that leads to greater stream velocities and/or greater water depths.

15. Critical Shear Stress: The minimum shear stress required by

passing stream currents to initiate soil particle motion.

1 6. Crossing (Crossover): The relatively short and shallow reach of a

* stream between bends.

17. Cut Bank: The concave wall of a meandering stream.

1 18. Cutoff: A newly formed short channel when a stream cuts or is

realigned through the neck of an oxbow or horseshoe bend.

19. Degradation (Bed): A progressive lowering of the channel bed due

to scouring, which indicates a change in the stream systems discharge

and sediment load characteristics is occurring

20. Energy Grade Slope: An inclined line representing the total energy

of a stream system's flow from its highest to its lowest elevation. For

the open-channel flow condition, the energy grade slope is located at a

distance of U2 /2g above the water surface, where U=velocity and

g=acceleration due to gravity.

21. Fetch: The area in which waves are generated by wind having a

rather constant direction and speed.

h 22. Fetch Length: The horizontal distance in the direction of the wind

required to generate wind waves.
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23. Filter: A layer of fabric, sand, gravel, graded rock, or combination of

these materials placed or developed naturally to: prevent soil material

from moving through the revetment by piping, extrusion, or erosion;

prevent the revetment from sinking into the soil; and to permit natural

seepage from the stream bank in order to prevent buildup of excessive

hydrostatic pressure.

24. Flood Frequency: The relationship between flood magnitude and the

time period expected before a given flood magnitude may occur again.

25. Flow Regimes: The state of flow and bed form at which a stream

system is flowing (i.e. bed plane, dunes, standing waves, pools, etc.).

26. Flow Slide: Bank saturation to the point where the soil material

acts like a liquid and causes stream bank failure in the form of a land

slide.

27. Geomorphology: That branch of both physiography and geology that

deals with the form of the earth, the general configuration of its

surface, and the changes that take place due to erosion of the primary

elements and the buildup of erosional debris.

28. Hard Point: A process whereby "soft" erodible material is natural

'-444.eroded or removed mechanically creating an area of nonerodible

materials naturally or by placing hard material such as stone in its

place.

'p 29. Head-cutting: Channel bottom erosion moving upstream causing

readjustment of the basin's slope and its stream discharge and sediment

load.

30. Hydraulic Radius: The cross-sectional area of a stream divided by

its wetted perimeter.
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31. Hydrograph: A graph of the discharge or depth of water flowing by a

P particular point versus time.

32. Lower Bank: That portion of the stream bank having an elevation

less than the mean water level of the stream.

33. Mattress: A material covering used to protect the stream bank

against erosion.

34. Meandering Stream: A single channel waterway having a pattern of

successive deviations in alignment and flow direction.

35. Middle Bank: That portion of the stream having an elevation

approximately the same as the mean water level of the stream.

36. Overbank Flow: Water movement over the top of the stream bank

due to a rising stream stage or inland surface runoff.

37. Oxbow: A horseshoe shaped reach of a former meander loop, that is

left when the stream cuts a shorter channel across the narrow neck

between two closely approaching bends.

38. Piping: The removal of noncohesive soil from the stream bank by

seepage, or wave action.

39. Point Bar: The convex side of a stream bend that is built up due to

sediment deposition.

40. Rapid Drawdown: The lowering of water against the stream bank

more quickly than the stream bank can drain, possibly leaving it in a very

unstable condition.

41. Reach: A portion of stream channel between any two points.

42. Revetment: A cover of erosion-resistant materials placed to protect

a stream bank.

43. Riparain: Pertaining to anything connected with or adjacent to the

stream banks.
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44. Rubble: Rough, irregular fragments of concrete slab, masonry, or

I other suitable refuse of random size placed on a stream bank to retard

erosion.

45. Scour: Localized erosion due to flowing water.

46. Sediment Load: The sediment carried through a channel by the

stream flow.

47. Stable Channel: An equilibrium condition that has developed just

the right slope and cross section for its channel to transport the water

and sediment load delivered from upstream without any aggradation or

degradation in the bed or bank.

48. Stage: Water-surface of a stream with respect to a reference

elevation.

49. Stream Bank Erosion: The removal of soil particles or mass of

particles from a stream bank surface primarily due to water action.

50. Stream Bank Failure: Collapse of a stream bank due to an unstable

condition.

51. Suspended-sediment Load: That part of the sediment load that is

transported within the fluid body (very little contact with bed).

52. Thalweg: The line extending down the channel that follows the

lowest elevation of the streambed.

5,3. Toe: That point on a stream cross section where the lower bank

terminates and the channel bottom or the opposite lower bank begins.

54. Tractive Force: The drag on a stream bank caused by passing water

which tends to pull soil particles along with the stream flow.

55. Upper Bank: That portion of a stream bank having a greater elevation

than the mean water level of the stream.

56. Wave Attack: The impact of waves on a stream bank.
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ASSEMBLING AND CONSTRUCTION

I1. For easy handling and shipping, gabions
are supplied folded into a flat position.
They are readily assembled by unfolding

Jand by simply wiring the edges together
and the diaphragms to the sides.

2. The gabions are filled to a depth of
one foot, then one connecting wire is
placed in each direction and looped
around two meshes of the gabion wall.
This operation is repeated until the
gabion is lilled.

3. Adjoining gabions are wired together by
their vertical edges; empty gabions,
stacked on filled gabions, are wired to
the filled gabions at front and back.

4. After the gabion is filled the top is
folded shut and wired to the ends,
sides and diaphragms.

TOP

A__STEP 2
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REVETM ENTS
DESIGN DATA
The upper vertical limit of a revetment should extend above the'expected high water
line. The allowance for free board depends upon the velocity near the gabion revetment
and at some locations upon the height of the waves that miqht be generated on the
water surface. Where the stream channel is composed of sand or silt, revetments should
be protected by an apron, fig. 22 or by a toe wall, fig. 21.
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On the outside of curves or sharp bends, scour is particularly severe and the toe of the
revetment should be protected by a wider apron. The purpose of the toe protection is

21 to prevent undermining, not to support the revetment. The revetment should extend
both upstream and downstream from the points of reverse curvature on the outside of
a curved channel. Bank protection is usually not required on the inside of the curve
unless return of over bank flow creates a scour problem. On a straight channel the
beginning and end of a gabion revetment should be protected by cut-offs.
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EXAMPLE OF SOLWTION OF MANNIN'S FORMULA.

GIVEN:
Trapezoidal channel having bottom width = 10 feet, side slopes Ion 2,depth of flow= 2 feetslope= 0.5%
The channel is lined with gabions filled with stone having a mean size of 4".
Find the velocity and discharge in the channel. 2

(10 + 18)
Flow area 2 X 2 28squarefeet2

Wetted Perimeter = 10 + 2 (,22 -42) = 19 feet.
. Hydraulic Radius = A/WP= 28/19 = 1.5 feet.Since hydraulic radius is less than 5 feet, the roughness factor of the gabions

is obtained fiom the graph as 0.028

FROM THE CHART
1) Locate the intersection of R = 1.5 and S = 0 5%
2) Follow the diagonal line to the intersection of n = .028
3) Proceed vertically to top of chart to findV = 4.9fps
Oischarge,Q = AV 28 X (49) = ,37cfs r,

"- VARIATION OF MANNING'S "n" WITH SIZE OF STONE FILL

035--

034 -- -

.033- _ _C1

.032- i --

0 ' .028 __029-

.028-

0.025-

SIZE OF STONE FILLIC

NO0TE:
When hydraulic radius is greater than about 5 feel, a constant value of 0 025 for"n' may be used

if the stone fill is between e"and I0"in size.



N . WIRE SPECIFICATIONS
All steel wire used in the Revel Mattress is heavily gal-
vaniized with zinc coatinq e>.ceeiing Federal Specificati-
roI'iiiri'ieils (00 "1' 4 61lq Claiss 3).

V GALVANIZED RE VET MATTRESS

_________ -WIRE FOR - f
MESH- WIRE SELVAGES & WIRE FOR ZINC-

OPENING FOR NETTING CORNERS BINDING COATING
22m 270mm 220m

Type 6 x8 l.0866")+ 2'/1% I 063-1:t2"i% (0866")± 2'/,% OZ 80-Sq Ft

A x3X4 approximately, apploarmateiy approximtraeiy Oz .80-Sq. Ft
U.SrGauge 137, U S Gauge 12 U S Gauge 13',.

,Z'G P.V.C. REVET MATTRESS

- z -;z~~WIRE FOR
MESH-WIRE SELVAGES & WIRE FOR NC

-OPENING FOR NETTING CORNERS BINDING COATING

.~$2.2m 2 70mm 220mm PCrotn'yp 6 x2 8a 1.8661.)± 2,-.% 1063 ) 4-, 10 36")+ 2~. "s ~htn
(2'% x 1 approximately approximately approximately (o 1 )U" I S Gauge 131A U SGaugel12 U S Gauge 13', 1

DESCRIPTION
Maccaferri Heavy Duty Revet Mattress' (Reno Mattress) is
a wide flat rectangular basket manufactured from heavily
galvanized steel wire mesh of triple twist hexagonal SUPPLY AND DELIVERY
weave. Each Revet Mattress unit is subdivided lengthwise Revet Matress-, and lids are -upplifil frildi'i .'t a, I
into compartments by diaphragms. stacked together in bundles Inr :onven,eiii -hipj i(L

At te jo sie th Reet Mttrss i unolde an as - handling. Su~ffli n! laingil wir- is s~ipiied v. thli o-
Atlted b sitel thein Revth Matessufe and assomth mattresses ini coils. All sizes . ted bl-lnw ire c. iila!

ble bysimly acig bthend an diphrgmsto he in quantity from warehouses lot ited ar( - the ('uni.
unit sides. The assembled mattresses are securely laced Please contact your nearest Ma(. aferri office for details.
to each other and subsequently filled with 3--4- stone.
The lids are then laced to each unit forming the finisned
structure.

HEAVY DUTY GALVANIZED REVET MATTRESS
9" THICK

LETTER I MESH LNI WDH NO. OF I AREA CAPACITY
CODE OPENING LEGH WDH COMP'TS. COVERED i cu. YD.

S 2"i x 3'V I 8' i6" 1 f2 1~., 11i

U 2'1" x 3! 12' 6i 8- t 2.16;

~ .~:P.V.C. COATED REVET MATTRESS

9' THICK

LETTER MIESH NO OF AREA CAPACITY
CODE IOPENING COMP'TS. COVERED cu YD

S 2""x 3'- 8' 66 4 52t" i-14

Tr 2', x 3', 4 1) 13 65 65 f t. 1 41)

J 2, x 3'. 12 6~ 78 si ft. 2 1;

L 2 ---



SPECIFICATION 803-GABIONS

803.1 GABION DESCRIPTION AND USE

3 Gabions are hexagonal mesh wire baskets. The mesh is produced

by a triple twist. These gabions are hexahedral in shape, and when laced

together and filled with rocks, are utilized in or adjacent to waterways

as bank revetment, sills, retaining walls, and other soil stabilization

structures.

Sea type gabions differ from standard galvanized gabions in that

one gauge lighter wire is utilized in field mesh, selvage and edge wires

as compared to that utilized in standard galvanized gabions; in addition,

PVC coating is given to all wires in sea type gabions. All wires are

subject to a tolerance limit of t 3%.

803.2 WORK

This work shall consist of furnishing, assembling, tieing, installing,

filling with approved stones, and final closing of gabions in accordance

with these specifications and within reasonably close conformity to the lines,

grades,widths and depths shown on the drawings or as directed by the Engineer.

803.3 MATERIALS

a) Galvanized Gabions

The wire used in the body of the mesh shall be made of galvanized

steel wire having a minimum diameter of 3.00 mm. (0.113"). The tensile

strength of the wire shall be in the range of 60,000 to 75,000 psi, deter-

mined in accordance with latest revision of ASTM Designation A 392. The

minimum zinc coating of all wires shall be 0.80 oz. per square foot of

uncoated wire surface as determined by tests conducted in accordance with

latest revision of ASTM Designation A-90.

.d2.



803-2

The selvedge and edge wires on each sheet of mesh shall be gal-

vanized steel wire having a diameter of 3.90 rmm. (0.153").

The connecting or tie wires are to meet the same specification

as the wire used in the body of the mesh except that tie or connecting

wires for gabion cages shall have a diameter of 2.20 mmu. (0.086").

All wire used in the manufacture and assembly of the mesh shall

equal or exceed Federal Specification QQ-W-461G, wire, steel, carbon

(Round, Bare and Coated) including the following specific requirements:

finish 5, Class 3, weight of zinc coating 0.80 oz. per square foot of

mesh. In addition, the wire used, including tie or connecting wire

shall be certified by mill test report(s) showing compliance with speci-

fi cation requi rements.]

b) Sea type Gabions

When called for in the plans or in any other specification,

Sea type Gabions shall be made of heavily galvanized steel wire (comply-

ing with Federal Standard QQ-W-461-G Class III), then coated with PVC

plastic.q

'S.. -The heavily galvanized core wire used for the body of the mesh

shall be 2.70 rmm. (0.106") in diameter. The overall diameter (core wire

plus plaz- ic coating) shall be 0.149 inches in diameter.

The wire used for the selvedge and the edge shall be heavily gal-

vanized core wire of 3.40 mmn. (0.133") in diameter, coated with plastic

and having an overall diameter (core wire + plastic coating) of 0.181

inches.

The minimum zinc coating of all wires shall be 0.80 oz. per square

foot of uncoated wire surface as determined by tests conducted in accor-

dance with latest revision of ASTM designation A-90.
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The connecting wire supplied with all Sea type gabions and ne-

cessary for all wiring operations shall be heavily galvanized core wire,

2.20 mn. (0.086") in diameter, coated with plastic and having an overall

diameter (core wire + plastic coating) of 0.126 inches.

' c) Filling Material

Rock used in the gabions (see type and galvanized) shall be

sound and durable, from any source approved by the Engineer. Rock shall

have a specific gravity of at least 2.25 and shall be resistant to the

action of air and water. Flacking or fragmental rock will not be per-

mitted.

All rocks shall be hard, free from laminations, weak cleavages and

undesirable weathering, and of such character that it will not disintegrate

by the conditions to be met in handling and placing.

Suitable samples of the rock which the Contractor proposes to use

in the work shall be furnished by the Contractor and delivered at his

expense to the Engineer for approval prior to delivery of any such material

to the site of the work, accompanied by certified test results by an appro-

.- ved laboratory, showing that the rocks meet the specifieo requirements. The

Contractor shall not deliver any of the proposed rocks to the site of work

until approval of the test samples by the Engineer has been received.

d) Filter Material (when required)
* . A WOVEN filter cloth shall be firmly secured underneath all

revet gabions placed on side slopes and underneath all gabions used to

transition side slopes. Filter cloth shall be woven in minimum width of

12 feet and shall be equal to NICOLON FILTER CLOTH as supplied by:

Unites States Textures Sales Corporation, 4229 Jeffrey Drive, Baton Rouge,

Louisiana, 70816, telephone (504) 292-3010; Bradley Materials Co., Inc.,

P. 0. Box 254, Valparaiso, Florida, 32580, telephone (904) 678-1789.

5'. ..
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NICOLON FILTER CLOTH shall comply with the following require-

ments:

Composition: Warp - Polyethylene monofilament
Fill - Polypropylene multifilament

Tensile
Strength: 200# in both directions

Equivalent
Opening Size: (U. S. standard sieve) 70 to 80

Water
Permeability: Energy drop 0.64 (10-2M)

Hydraulic gradient 1.05

Open Area: 20% to 25%

Weight: 7 ounces/sq. yd.

Width: 12 feet minimum

The necessary precautions and Manufacturer's recommiendations

shall be followed to assure proper installation of the filter material.

803.4 DIMENSIONS

a) Sea Type and Galvanized Gabions

Gabion dimensions shall be supplied, as specified in the plans,

in various lengths and heights, subject to tolerance limit of t 5%4.

- .- ~The wire mesh should form hexagonal openings about 3 by 4 inches

of uniform size. The opening shall not exceed 4 1/2 inches in the largest

dimension and 3 1/4 inches in the shortest dimension.

No rock shall be less than 4 inches (minimum dimensions) nor greater

than 8 inches (maximum dimensions). The rock shall be well graded between

limiting sizes.

803.5 TOLERANCES

Dimensions for heights, lengths and widths are subject to a tole-

rance limit of t 5%. Wires used for a selvedge, for the body of the mesh
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and for connecting are subject to a tolerance of t 3%. The mesh opening3 is subject to 6 tolerance of t 5%. PVC coating for Sea type gabions is

subject to a tolerance of t 5%.

803.6 FABRICATION DETAILS

Gabion basket shall be fabricated in such a manner that the sides,

ends, lid and diaphragms can be assembled at the construction site into a

hexhedral basket of the specified sizes. Gabion baskets shall be of

single unit construction. The base, lid, ends and sides shall be woven,

either into a single unit or one edge of those members connected to the

base section of the gabion basket, in such a manner that the strength and

flexibility at the point of connection is at least equal to that of the

mesh or as shown on the table for minimum strength below.

Where the length of the gabion basket exceeds its horizontal width,

the basket shall be equally divided into cells by diaphragms of the same

mesh and gage as the body of the basket. The gabion basket shall be

furnished with the necessary diaphragms secured in proper position, woven to

the base.

All perimeter edges of the mesh forming the gabion basket shall be

.i. securely selvedged so that the joints formed by tying the selvedge have at

least the same strength as the body of the mesh, (see table below).

Connecting wire shall be supplied in sufficient quantity for securely

fastening all edges of the gation and diaphragms, and to provide for eight

(8) internal connecting wires in each cell.

The wire mesh shall be fabricated in such a manner as to be non-

reveling. This is defined as the ability to resist pulling apart at any

~ of the twists or connections forming the mesh when a single wire in a

section of mesh is cut and the section of mesh then subjected to the load

test described in these specifications.
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The structural tests shall be conducted in accordance with the

State of Colorado Department of Highways, Colorado Procedure CPI-6130

"Method of Conducting Strength Tests of Gabions." The table below
a-.

. shows the minimum strengths required:

TABLE FOR MINIMUM STRENGTH

Required Minimum Strength
in lbs. per linear foot

GABIONS

Galvanized P.V.C. Coated

1-Wire Mesh
a)-pulled parallel to wire twist 3,400 3,000
b)-pulled perpendicular to wire twist 1,000 1,000

2-Connection of selvedge wire to mesh 2,200 2,000

3-Conn. of end diaphragm to selvedge
wire 1,500 1,500

4-Conn. of center diaphragm to gabion
base 1,000 1,000

803.7 ASSEMBLY

The gabions shall be shipped and supplied folded flat. The un-

folding, assembly, filling and installation is carried out at the con-

struction site.

Gabions are packed in bundles. The bundles should be stored or

brought to assembly area so bundles can be unpacked with a minimum of

. travel by workmen to and from bundle storage area. Each gabion, when

removed from the bundle, shall be placed on a hard flat surface. Each

gabion is then unfolded; generally, it is unfolded lengthwise first.

The gabion is next opened to the full flat position.

The gabion ends and diaphragms are folded up to the vertical posi-

tion. The base of the end and/or diaphragms are firmly attached to the

body of the gabion, thereire, no additional tying is required at this

location.
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The top selvedged edge extension of the ends and diaphragms

panels are folded out to extend fully in the horizontal position.

The front panel, which is the large side panel without the lid,

is folded up to the vertical from horizontal position. The selvedge

or perimeter wire of the ends and diaphragms is extended under the sel-

vedge or perimeter of the front panel.

The selvedge extension is then folded up and over the top of the

front panel selvedge to secure the diaphragms into vertical position.

The selvedge wire is looped and the end is extended downward on the in-

side of the gabion. Care must be taken to maintain alignment of ends or

diaphragms in the vertical position. This is attained by visual inspec-

tion of the looping of the diaphragm selvedge over the side panel sel-

vedge at a point directly above the base attachment point of the

diaphragms.

The rear side panel and lid are next folded up using the selvedge

weave wire as a guide. The selvedge weave wire is recognizable since it

is 2 gauges heavier than the netting of mesh wire of the body of the

gabion.

The selvedge wire at the top of the diaphragm or ends is extended

below the weave selvedge and folded up and through the mesh opening

directly above and adjacent to the selvedge weave wire. The wire is

looped and extended vertically downward on the inside of the gabion unit.

The gabion is now ready for final assembly lacing. The wires or

*~. connecting wire shall be used tu join the flaps or panels together.

A.803.8 INSTALLATION

Gabions shall be installed according to the manufacturer's recoin-
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mendations. The gabions shall be placed on a smooth foundation. Final

line and grade shall be approved by the Engineer.

-4' Each basket shall be erected in accordance with assembly diagrams

furnished by the Contractor and approved by the Engineer. These gabion

baskets shall be securely fastened to all adjacent gabion baskets, and

the amount of wire used shall be sufficient to provide the same strength

as the body of the mesh.

All selvedges that are in contact between units are laced ex-

cluding the bottom selvedges in contact with soil material.

Horizontal connecting wire shall be inserted as the rockfilling

proceeds. The area behind and around the filled baskets shall be back-

filled to the finished lines of the channel, using approved material.

A standard fence stretcher, chain fall, or iron rod may be used

to stretch the wire baskets and hold alignment.

The gabions shall be filled with stone carefully placed by hand

and/or machine to assure alignment-and avoid bulges. A minimum of voids

shall be attained. In this case void is any hollow in which a rock of

the specified sizes fit. Wherever connection wires are required

alternate placing of rock and connection wires shall be performed until

the gabion is filled. The last layer in each gabion basket shall com-

pletely fill the gabion basket, so the lid when secured will bear on

the gabion filler. After a gabion has been filled, the lid shall then

be secured to the sides, ends and diaphragms with the tie wires or

connecting wires to increase the strength of the basket.

All recommended field connections shall develop connections

strong enough so that the failure occurs in the mesh rather than in the

lacings.

-. - -.-, .. . . , .,. .. . .,... . . - -.- -.- . - . . o . ,- .# ... . , o # I
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Care shall be taken when placing aggregates to assure that the

sheathing on PVC and galvanized coated gabions will not be broken or

damaged.

803.9 TESTS

a) Zinc Coating

The test shall be conducted in accordance with details des-

cribed in ASTM designation A-90.

b) Tensile Strength

The test shall be conducted in accordance with details des-

cribed in ASTM A-392, except that strength shall be as listed above.

c) Resistance of the PVC Coating of Sea Type Gabions

The PVC color is black which gives the best results under all

conditions of exposure. The protective coating must be resistant to the

air and sea water and must meet the following tests:

1) Immnersion of the wire for 20 hours in Hydrochloric acid

(solution comiposed (5f'50% H 0 and 50% HCL concentration

21 Baunie-Test Temperature 150 C) or immlersion for 60 hours

in a saturated solution of salt water at 150 C without

noticeable loss of weight due to corrosion of the coating

material and without any reduction of the wire's diameter.

2) After inmmersion of a length of the coated wire in a 3.5%,I

solution of Potassium Permanganate (KMn04) for a contin-

uous period of fifty hours at an ambient temperature, the

maximum penetration between the coating and the core wire

from a square cut end shall be 12 millimeters (0.472

inches).

3) The protective coating will not be altered or deformed

by temperature ranging between + 158OF and - 400F.
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803.10 CERTIFICATION

Each shipment of Gabions to a job site shall be accompanied

by a certification which states that the materials conform to the re-

.4? quirem~ents of this specification. A shipment shall consist of all

material arriving at the job site at substantially the same time. The

certification shall be on company letterhead and shall be signed by an

officer of the company having legal authority to bind the company.

803.11 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT

The quantity to be paid for under this item shall be the number

of cubic meters of gabions measured in their final position as specified

on the drawings or ordered by the Engineer.

803.12 BASIS OF PAYMENT

The quantities determined as provided above, will be paid for at

the contract price per unit of measurement for the pay item listed below,

which price and payment shall constitute full compensation for furnishing

and placing filter cloth, wire baskets and rock, and for all labor,

materials, equipment, accesories, and tools necessary to complete the

4~a work described in this section.

Payment will be made under

Pay Item Pay Unit

Gabions Cubic meter

a.V.
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COLORADO PROCEDURE CP I 6130

METHODS OF CONDUCTING STRENGTH TESTS OF GABIONS

SCOPE

1.1 To provide a systematic basis for obtaining engineering data

on Gabion wire mesh and wire mesh cage.

NOTE - Wires are to be tested in accordance with Federal Specifica-

tion QQ-W-461 G. See specifications for gage finish and

spelter class. Wire taken from wire mesh shall not be tested

as an individual wire.

A, NOMENCLATURE

2.1 Names of the elements of a typical gabion structure as con-

sidered in this test procedure are shown in Figure 1 and listed below.

2.1.1 Gabion - Prefabricated wire mesh cage.

2.1.2 Twist - An interweaving together of wires to transmit load

and prevent ravelling.

2.1.3 Wire - The wire in the body of the mesh used to fabricate the

main body of the gabion.

2.1.4 Wire Mesh - The mesh used in the main body and components of

the gabion.

2.1.5 Edge Wire - The wire used to form the edge of the mesh, being

interwoven with the peripheral, continuous field wire.

NOTE - The edge wire runs parallel to the axis of twist of the wire

mesh.

2.1.6 Selvage Wire - The wire used to close off the mesh where the

wires are terminated, except on diaphragms and ends, where they are connected

to the main body of the gabion.

NOTE - The wires are wound around the selvage wire to form the ter-
7, minal connection, hence the selvage wire runs perpendicular

to the axis of wire twist.

2.1.7 Field Connection - The wire or ring connection recommended by

the supplier and made by the erector to tie adjacent wire mesh gabions together

by lacing or tying through the edge and selvage wires.

NOTE - This wire type is not shown in Figure 1.

2.1.8 Spreader Bar - A compression strut positioned horizontally

across a test specimen, dimensioned to prevent the specimen from contracting

laterally during a longitudinal mesh tension test and to provide a 1/4-inch

6/1/77
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clearance between the mesh and the bar face. It shall be long enough to

include 7 repetitions of the mesh pattern between grips.

NOTE - This bar, used at repetitions of the mesh pattern, should

consist of a light weight 2 x 4 timber strut or 718" diam.

steel bar with a bolt and washers at each end. The combined

weight of spreader bars used in a test shall not exceed 0.5

percent of the ultimate strength of the specimen being tested.

2-1.9 Carabiner - A nominally 1/2-inch diameter steel spring clevis

used to transfer load from the edge or selvage wires to the opposite side of

the test specimen in Edge Wire or Selvage Wire Tests, (See Figure 2).

912.1.10 Block - A shaped washer used as a spacer between the gabion

wires and the testing machine head bolts or spreader bar bolts to transfer

the bolt load to the mesh without allowing the wires to deform significantly

from their field - use configuration.

2.1.11 Non-raveling - The term used to describe the action of a wi-ze

twist which binds up after an initial wire fracture, causing additional

adjacent wires to fracture before separation of the twist by unraveling.

Also referred to as self-locking construction.

TEST OF WIRE MESH FOR NON-RAVELING CONSTRUCTION, MESH ELASTICITY, AND TENSILE

STRENGTH

*3.1 Purpose - To determine the percentage of elongation of the

wire mesh under loading; demonstrate its self-locking construction; determineI

V the tensile strength of the mesh.

3.2 Test Specimens - The wire mesh specimens shall be representa-

tive of proper field construction as to materials, mesh geometry, and work-

manship, and shall be as large as practical to minimize the effect of varia-

* tions. The width of a specimen shall not be less than seven repetitions of

a mesh pattern, nor shall the length be less than fourteen. The test shall

be run with the load applied parallel to the axis of twist and repeated on a

separate test specimen with the load applied perpendicular to the axis of twist.

3.3 Apparatus:

3.3.1 The testing machine or load measuring apparatus shall comply

with the requirements of ASTh Methods E4, Verification of Testing Machines.

The machine shall measure total pounds pull with an accuracy and readability

of at least 3.0 percent (See Figure 3) and be capable of pulling a uniform

load axcross the width of the specimen.

6/1177
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3.3.2 The apparatus shall grip the wire in such a manner as to

allow the wire failures to occur at least one mesh pattern away from the grip-

ping points. If a failure occurs in a wire leading directly to a gripping point,

that specimen shall be rejected, and not included among the tests reported.

3.4 Procedure:

3.4.1 Insert the wire into the machine grips and spreader bar attach-

ment points such that the gripped wires will be maintained in the mesh geometry

characteristic of field use and attached in such a manner as to eliminate fail-

ure at the grips.

NOTE - The grips may be left loose until the preload is applied to

allow the wires to seat.

3.4.2 Apply the load at a uniform rate not to exceed 50 pounds per

second nor 3 percent of the mesh ultimate strength per second. The load

shall initially be taken to a preload of 20 percent of the specified minimum

strength and the machine head travel stopped. The mesh gage dimensions shall

be recorded at this time and taken as the initial dimensions of the specimen

where such dimensions are required. Loading shall then continue uniformly in

increments of 10 percent of the specified minimum strength until first frac-

ture or unwrapping of an individual wire in the system occurs.

NOTE - Machine head travel at each load increment or sequential inci-

dent of wire failure may be stopped for recording pertinent

information such as load, fracture type, resulting mesh geom-

etry and elongation and resulting reduction in wire gage.

Deformation Measurement - The distortion of the mesh or changes

in gage length shall be measured to an accuracy consistent with

reporting the percent elongation to the nearest 0.5 percent.

3.4.3 Continue the loading well beyond the point of first failure to

evaluate the mode of progressive destruction and to observe twist self-locking

performance.

3.5 Calculations:

3.5.1 The deformation of the specimen, up to first failure shall be

measured with sufficient accuracy to evaluate the elongation of the mesh to

the nearest 0.5 percent.

3.5.2 In the calculation of percent elongation of the specimen, the

gage dimensions taken on the specimen shall be in excess of 90 percent of

the overall length of the specimen, but shall not include the regions immed-

iately adjacent to the testing machine grips, unless it is proven that such

6f//77
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regions do not exhibit deformations significantly different from the defor-

mation of typical interior mesh patterns.

3.5.3 The percent elongation shall be obtained by plotting the

- curve of load versus displacement, translating the resulting curve so that

the curve passes through zero, then calculating the percent using the cor-

rected displacement values.

* Thus:
Percent Elongation - 100 (di + do) Lg

Where:

di - original elongation of mesh gage length,

d - the change in elongation necessary to pass the

curve through zero, and

Lg- the gage length of the mesh.

3.6 Report:

.:: 3.6.1 Elongation - Report the original gage dimension at the 20%

" preload, and at each-of the 10% increments, labeling the load that produced

the first wire failure and the name of the wire that failed. Draw a smooth

curve from this data with the curve translated through zero using the formula

in 3.5.

3.6.2 Non-raveling - State whether or not unraveling occurred for

both tests. Describe any unraveling that'did occur.

3.6.3 Tensile Strength - Report the actual load and the pounds per

lineal foot reached to produce the first break.

3.7 Results:

3.7.1 Elongation - The percent elongation reached before the first

wire break must exceed the specified percentage.

3.7.2 Non-raveling - No more than one twisted wire in the wire mesh,

either broken or unbroken, shall completely untwist during the test.

3.7.3 Tensile Strength - The first break in the wire of the mesh

shall not occur until the specified pounds of pull per lineal foot of width

has been reached. Width to be measured between left and right end connecting

grips, center to center.

TEST OF EDGE WIRE CONNECTION TO WIRE MESH IN CAGE

4.1 Purpose - To determine the force necessary to pull the edge

wire away from the wire mesh. Failure of the wire in the mesh prior to failure

of the edge wire itself is not a mistest.

6/1/77
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4.2 Test Specimen - The specimen shall consist of two identical

sections of wire mesh, joined together at each mesh repetition by carabiners

or equivalent connecting devices at the two adjacent edge wires. Figure 3

shows a similar configuration as done for selvage wire test. Each section

of wire mesh shall be at least 7 repetitions by 7 repetitions of the mesh

pattern in size.

NOTE - The specimen shall not include selvage, lacing, or other

* forms of wire connectors, other than edge wires co be tested.

4.3 Apparatus - See 3.3.

* .4.4 Procedure:

4.4.1 Installation - The two part specimen shall be positioned

vertically in the testing machine so as to apply a uniformly distributed

vertical load parallel to the length of the specimen.

NOTE - Thus the edge wires will rum horizontally at mid-height -of

the specimen, and shall be connected by carabiners at each

repetition of the mesh pattern. The carabiners shall be

*placed at the midpoint of the mesh opening between points

of contact of edge wire and the body of the mesh. The speci-

men field shall be restrained against lateral contraction by

(.4 horizontal spreader bars positioned at each repetition of the

mesh pattern, and attached to the extreme outside wires only.

The free ends of the edge wires shall be attached to addi-

tional spreader bars to prevent lateral contraction. The

5 connection of the edgewire to the spreader bar posts shall

be tight prior to loading. The grips of the testing machine

and the wire spreader bars shall be tightened after the pre-

load has been applied.

4.4.2 Loadings - Uniaxial stretch shall be applied in accordance

with Paragraph 3.3

4.5 Report - The report shall include the following items:

Detailed description of the test setup showing specimen configuration and

mesh pattern, dimensions and load transfer details; the strength at first

wire failure and at the maximum load reached, in pounds and pounds per linear

foot, or their metric equivalents. The sequence and modes of failure shall

be discussed.

4.6 Results:

6/1/77
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4.6.1 The edge wire shall not break before a wire of the mesh breaks.

TEST OF SELVAGE WIRE CONN~ECTION TO WIRE MESH OF FABRICATED GABION

5.1 Purpose - the purpose of this test is to determine the force

-* necessary to pull the selvage wire away from the wire mesh.

*NOTE - Failure of the wire in the mesh or unwrapping of the wire

from the selvage wire prior to failure of the selvage wire

itself is not a mistest.

5.2 Specimten - The spec~inen, as showu in Figure 2, shall consist

of two identical sections of wire mesh joined together at the center of each

repetition of the mesh pattern by carabiners or equivalent connecting devices

at the two adjacent selvage wires. Each section of wire mesh shall be at

least 7 repetitions by 7 repetitions of the mesh pattern in size. The test

should be repeated 3 times with samples taken from different edges of the

same or different gabions.

NOTE - The specimen shall not include edge, lacing or other forms

of wire connectors, other than the'selvage wires to be tested.

5.3 Apparatus - See 3.3

5.4 Procedure:

5.4.1 Installation - The two part specimen shall be positioned

vertically in the testing machine so as to apply a uniformly distributed ver-

tical load parallel to the length of the specimen.

NOTE -The specimen field shall -be restrained against lateral con-

traction by horizontal spreader bars positioned at alternate

repetitions of the mesh pattern, and attached to the extreme

outside wires only. The free ends of the edge wires shall

be attached to additional spreader bars to prevent lateral4 contraction. The connection of the wires to the spreader

* .~ bar posts shall be tight prior to loading. The grips of the

testing machine and the wire spreader bars shall be tightened

after the preload has been applied.

5.4.2 Loading - Uniaxial stretch shall be applied in accordance

with Paragraph 3.3.

5.5 Report - The report shall include the following items:

Detailed description of the test setup showing specimen configuration and

mesh pattern dimensions and load transfer details; the strengths at first

wire failure and at the maximum load reached, in pounds and pounds per linear

foot or their metric equivalents. The average strengths at first failure and

6/1/77
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Eat maximum strength reached shall be given. The sequence and modes of failure

shall be discussed.

5.6Re sults:

35.6.1 First wire break shall not occur until specified load has been

applied. The selvage wire shall not pull away from the field wire mesh until

[the specified minimum load for "connection of selvage wire to mesh" has been

reached.r TEST OF S?ECEFIED LACING BETIWZEN FIELD WIRE MESH PARTS OF ASSEN4bLED GABION

6.1 Purpose - The purpose of this test is to evaluate the adequacy

of lacing wire pattern in transferring load between mesh fields.

NOTE - Failures of the mesh, edge, or selvage wires prior to failure

of the lacing wire itself are not a mistest.

6.2 Specimen - The specimen shall consist of two identical sections

of field wire, identically oriented with respect to the axis of twist, and

joined together by lacing wire or rings in the pattern or sequence of lacing

specified by the manufacturer. Each section of wire mesh shall be at least

7 repetitions by 7 repetitions of the mesh pattern in size and include an edge

or selvage wire along the appropriate side. The edge or selvage wire connec-

tions used for this test must be identical to connections that were tested and

shown to meet the specified minimum strength.

6.3 Apparatus - See 3.3.

*6.4 Procedure:

6.4.1 Installation - The two part specimen shall be positioned verti-

cally in the testing machine so as to apply a uniformly distributed vertical

load, parallel to the length of the specimen.

NOTE - The specimen shall be restrained against lateral contraction

by horizontal spreader bars positioned at each repetition of

the mesh pattern.

6.4.2 Loading -Apply uniaxial stretch in accordance with Para. 4.2.

6.5 Report -The report shall include the following items: Detailed

description of the test setup showing specimen configurations and mesh pattern,

dimensions and load-transfer details, and the strengths at first wire failure

and at the maximum loads reached, in pounds and pounds per linear foot or their

metric equivalents. The average strengths at first failure and at maximum load

shall be given. The sequence and modes of failure shall be discussed.

6.6 Results:

4116.6.1 The wire of the mesh shall break, or unwrapping of the mesh from

the selvage wire shall occur, before the lacing breaks.

6/1/77
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Specif y 1

ERO/CONO ~v

precast cel lu lar* concrete.
for erosion control,

<drainage-and, other. uses.,,,,

4. 
'V4.

bA+

ERO/CON~ CORORAIO

2 , 4*2.' 1



IRO/CON the engineered
ilternative.
J 3/CON precast cellular concrete provides an engineered alternative for a wide variety of erosion control, drainage and other

Its matrix of open cells and projections retain soils, relieve hydrostatic pressure and provide the perfect environment for
- ,olishing natural vegetation.

-" 3/CON is flexible, conforming to ground contours, settling without fracture, and is installed on level ground without bedding.
iilable either as separate GRIDS or as prefabricated MATS, with individual GRIDS bonded to select filter fabric ERO'CON
,pplied and transported from our manufacturing facilities to the lob site. The result is stable armor protection Oesigned to
'mstand high water velocities and wave action with aesthetic and ecological advantages When your plans and specifications call

- armor protection; that will stand up to severe applications and climate conditions, with fast Installation unskilled labor, no
o poured concrete and low cost area coverage, even underwater - contact us for further information. Our engineers will
vide design assistance, on lob consultation and installation supervision.

Applications

.rosion control
-O/CON provides defense against erosion in fast flowing creeks, streams and
.ers. ERO/CON is par,,cularly suitable for armoring shorelines of coastal

*3ters, rivers, lakes, reservoirs and other bodies subject to wave action. ERO/ " .

-N, with the combined stability of its specially designed grids and filter fabric, , '1

" .vi-des flexible armor protection undamaged by subsidience and hidden by ,

" ture. .

, Irainage
O/CON provides an excellent lining for drainage channels. Bed and channel

-iks are stabilized against erosion caused by the tendency of water to change
' .planned course of a channel.

9 /CON aprons at pipe outlets eliminate pipe undercutting that may lead to
ere problems such as surrounding bank failure and siltation downstream.

--,er drainage applications include: ditch linings, spillways, headwalls, sediment
.,ns and traps, pipe inlet protection, and protection of berms.

L )ther uses.
I3ulkheadsn liu of 0 Slopeid Headiwalls

UL a queo s Pipelinu Prokctor 0 Br diu Altitment Prot-)wctior

Siopv Protection * Airpoit Runwav Shildirs -

Road Shonldi s * Si cuiilImiiv Rooi .,

B3oat L,rnchtnq Rj' ins 9 ()VI.f loA' P'Ifrl i111
Dikil , (i Lpvi.,r Proit .lctil * Pillution Pit Li miiii,

-,.-~...-.~,r - . - - - -.. ' 1 '-"



3 'haracteristics
tability

D/CON provides nonerodable armor protection that acts as a single articulat-
mattress to withstand destructive forces of water. The proper ERO/CON size

I weight is determined by the design velocity or wave height to which it shall
subjected.

lexibility
., ',:),'CON grids are not interconnected, therefore, they always remain flexible.

grids are specially tapered to allow for this flexibility, maintaining minimum
ess on the grids. This facility allows ERO/CON to conform to contours even
ettiement occurs after installation.

iltration
'O/CON grids can be separately placed on filter fabric, or bonded to filter
cto form prefabricated mats. Whichever laying system is used, an important "

-nponent of ERO/CON is the filter fabric. Filter fabric replaces graded filter
.terials for a more simplified system. The permeability of the fabric and grids •

eves hydrostatic pressure while its capacity for soil retention prevents leaching
materials through the installation. -. .

I ,egetation
• ,O/CON, with its open cells filled with stone, (d50 < .75"), precludes vegeta-

cover. When vegetation is desired, the open cells are filled with soil, then

~.or planted. ERO/CON provides the perfect environment for the establish- w
-n of vegetation. Even roots of small shrubs car penetrate the filter, providing
_jermanent anchor for the installation while beautifying the landscape.

low resistance
0: OCON'S matrix of open cells and projections create a surface with critical ., -

.,ghness. This surface roughness causes a loss of energy in turbulant flow, due
!he formation of wakes within each open cell, thus reducing the potential for

*€ ,ion. The ERO/CON Manning Roughness Coefficient, "n", has a value
.ing from 0.03-0.05, depending on the grid size, material filling the open
s and vegetative cover.

.. - ..

vave run-up "
OCON, because of its spucial desion, reduces wave run U) b' as much as
, cornp,v,,(d to smooth %Lrfdces. This fiiturt, ,llows thi i i,ii engineer to ("

riCe tht' t h l(ihj of liteU IInStJlldtIIO , thus reidi nq hi fi eJLIIIt'I, arua of pro ,
.,ion with suhsitafital $.v i(Is of irmor materials.., '"
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Advantages
0 ECONOMICAL a MANUFACTURED UNDER IDEAL PLANT
e EASY TO INSTALL, EVEN UNDERWATER CONDITIONS
a NO SKILLED LABOR REQUIRED * HIGH STRENGTH CONCRETE
* AVAILABLE IN SIX CLASSES, TO MEET VARIOUS e LOW ABSORPTION RATE

HYDRAULIC REQUIREMENTS 9 ELIMINATES LEACHING OF SUBSOILS
* AVAILABLE AS MACHINE PLACED MATSOR a FOSTERS NATURAL VEGETATION OF SLOPES,

. HAND PLACED GRIDS BANKS AND GRASS/PAVED AREAS
* CAPABLE OF WITHSTANDING HIGH WATER 9 CONSISTANT ATTRACTIVE TEXTURE

VELOCITIES * UNIFORM INSTALLATION OF CONSISTANT
a CAPABLE OF WITHSTANDING WAVE ACTION QUALITY
a FLEXIBLE, CONFORMS TO GROUND CONTOURS * CAPABLE OF HIGHWAY LOADINGS

AND SETTLES WITHOUT FRACTURE 9 SAFE SURFACE FOR PEDESTRIANS AND VEHICLES
r * NO BEDDING * RESISTANT TO SEAWATER AND ROAD SALTS

, MINIMUM EXCAVATION * UP TO 1280 SO. FT. PER TRAILER LOAD
L NO FIELD POURING OF CONCRETE o MINIMUM ACCESS REQUIREMENTS

Example Applications

RIVER BANK DRAINAGE CHANNEL ROAD SHOULDER

LAKE SHORELINE DRAINAGE CHANNEL BOAT LAUNCHING RAMP

COASTAL SHORELINE DRAINAGE CHANNEL SLOPE PROTECTION

-;

HP11EPNINOUTLET PIPE AIRPORT RUNWAY SHOULDER

%-\ ,

.4 % .4 * w".'.% * ' . •



-landling & Installation
te preparation
snecessary to trim an area to be protected by ERO/CON to ensure neat effectiye
-.ts and smooth contOUrS Obstructions, such as coots and projecting stones, are
ioved. Holes, soft areas and large cavities are filled and compacted with suitable
rerial. Minor irregularities are accommodated by the flexibilty of ERO/CON.

angle of repose of natural soil cannot be exceeded. Excavation for toe, flank,
)er hank protection and failure cutoffs are done in accordance to each specific
,gn.

'elivery
0 -'O/CON is delivered on trailers with MATS stacked as shown and GRIDS palletized.

ailers are positioned for direct unloading and setting.- Where staging of MATS is
.sred, ground should be cleared to allow for level stacking.

i andling
RO 'CON MATS are lifted by a boom, fitted with special clamps, as shown, available
om your ERO'CON supplier. The clamps grip the filter fabric flap at each end of

-,mat. The lifting boom may be handled with any convenient device, including
-ianes or backhoes. 04

... i.aacement .i

I'O/CON MATS can be laid side by side and/or end to end overlaying the filter fabric

,z" of the previously laid mat. Each mat has a centralizing mark to be used for the
--vering of the next mat.

)ends
nLen bends are of a large radius, mats are placed by easing the outer edges. In the case (~ ~ L

sharper bends, gusset pieces are made to required shapes by "pealing off" blocks - "

3m standard mats Caution should be exercised to ensure that adequate overlapping
filtvr fatiric flaps is allowed, when in doubt install filter fabric gussets.

-ying ERO/CON underwater
'CON MATS can be asily installed underwater. Care should be exercised to

,jre tt,:t the filter fabric flaps do not float before the adjacent mat is placed. To
, Ke certain that the mats are laid abutting each other, a pole is placed against the

of the previously laid mat The next mat is guided into place, following the pole,

..Ji, q no gaps are left in the installation. The poles and pecial cable attachments
u'(lJrwvater release of the clamps are supplied with each hoom.

?O/CON CORPORATION

- . - - .. .. '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-. .- -



Dimensions &Weights
ERO/CON®Grids ERO/CONMats

aL
A nrnw

.4 A_______

TO IWTOP VIEWA

SIEVE SIDE VIEW lt u
CLASS 64S, 64H CLASS
256S & 256H 384S & 384H U3#

TABLE 1.0 W
ERO/CON TECHNICAL DATA 64S S 64&841- M U
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (6). LBS 'CU FT. 130 140 160-170 0,

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, 4000 5000 5000 6000

LBS./SQ IN. 40 0 5000 81B -

ABSORPTION, % 8 8

FREEZE THAW NO VISIBLE EFFECT *FILTER FABRIC FLAPS I OR CONTINUOUS
FILTER OVERI APPIN(U AND HANDLING

TABLE 2.0L TABLE 3.0 _

ERO/CON GRIDS ERO/CON MATS -
CLANS MINALS. -R.- MAX.

IDIMENSIONS G/ WEIGHT/ E 'WEIGHT/ M AXAREA. EG. T.IGHT OPEN QT . WEIGHT/A GRD F AS " " T M
S FT. LBS. LBS. AI B LBS. MAT

max) _____ __. Fl T__-l LBS.6" 8 5-- 0 44 15 16 34 1 36435 64S 20 4 80 180 34 1 364i 2912

64H ' 8 0 044 18 19 i 401) 43 2 35% 180 409432 . 456

256S I6 16'110' 177 120 130 67 8 7 4' 35% 256S 12 i 48 27 I678734 3523I - - - - r- -- --0.
4" 267 0 15 79 1 84 720% 256S 12 4 8 27 79 1 84 7 4066

90S 4 0 33 8 35 71 ?o, 384S NOT AVILABLE IN MATS

384-4 24 ' 4' 1IF 2 r,7 108 11 40 8 4 S 42 3 20-__L194H _6_

4522% .O .__..
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ERO/CON 256

Weight (average) 125.0 lbs.
Area 166.4 sq. in., or 1.156 sq. ft.
Specific Weight (average) 137.1 lbs./cu. ft.
Weight Immersed (average) 72.6 lbs.
Absorption (average) 4.05 z

EMaximum Permissible Tractive Force:
The permissible tractive force is the maximum unit tractive force
that will not cause erosion of the material forming the channel
bed on a level surface with uniform flow.

Solving for the unit tractive force TL that causes impending

motion on a level surface,

TL - (Ws/a) tan 0

where W. is the immersed weight of the material, "a" is the effective
area of the material particle, and 9 is the angle of repose of the
material.

=.4K Calculation:

Assume the angle of repose for ERO/CXN 256 is 33.70.

TL64 (Ws256S/a256S) tan 33.70

TL64 - (256S/256S) tan 33.70 (72.6/1.156)

F TL64 - (62.8) (0.67)
%"

TL64 - 42.1 lbs./sq. ft.

Solving for the unit tractive force T that causes impending motion
on sloping side bank,

TS - T K

L

where K is the tractive force ratio.

-4
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L -Calculation:

K m[..in2 j/2

sin2

Side Slope: 1 on 3, 1 on 2, 1 on 1 1/2 and 1 on I

K1.0- 1- sin2 18.4 1/2 . .82 *K 33.70 - 1 - sjn2 33.7 1/2 - .26

I V
Lr2 33.7 L sin2 35.0

6 - 1 - sin2 26.6 1/2 . *4500 - 1- 45.0 1/2 - .18

sin2 33.7 sin2 46.0

:1 L 2K.6

*For 1 on 11/2 and Ion 1
side slopes, ERO/CON mats
are pinned and angle of reposef is increased.

3TS64 :1 , TL K18.40 - (42.1) (.82) - 34.5 lbs./sq. ft.

T S64 TLK 2 6 .6 0  - (42.1) (.59) - 24.8 lbs./sq. ft.

2:1!

SS641 1/2:10 T LK3- .3370 - (42.1) (.26) - 10.9 lbs./sq. ft.

T S6-: T LK 45.0o -(42.1) (.18) - 7.6 lbs./sq. ft.I S64 1  L 45.

eI



PART 1: GENERAL

1.01 SCOPE OF WORK

A. The contractor shall furnish all labor, materials, equipment, and

incidentals required and perform all operations in connection with

the installation of cellular concrete erosion control grids as shown I
on the Contract Drawings and as specified herein. -. -.PART 2: PRODUCTS F

2.01 MATERIAL

A. General. All cellular concrete grids shall be premanufactured with
specific hydraulic capabilities and placed on plastic filter fabric.
The sources from which the contractor proposes to obtain the material
will be selected well in advance of the time when the material will be
required in the work. Suitable samples of the cellular concrete grids
and filter fabric shall be submitted to the engineer for approval, prior
to delivery of any such material to the site of the work. Unless
otherwise specified, all test samples shall be obtained by the contractor
and delivered at his expense to a point designated by the engineer at
least sixty (60) days in advance of the time when the placing of the
cellular concrete mat protection is expected to begin.

B. Cellular Concrete Grids

1. Quality. Suitable tests will be used to determine the acceptability of
the cellular concrete grids. In the event suitable test reports, that
are satisfactory to the engineer, are not available, as in the case of%
newly operated sources, the material shall be subjected to such tests
as are necessary to determine its acceptability for use in the work.
Tests to which the materials may be subjected, include specific gravity,
absorption, compression, and such other tests as may be considered
necessary to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the engineer that the

materials are acceptable for use in the work. All tests will be made by

or under the supervision of the City and at its expense. I
The cellular concrete grids shall be machine-made by a vibration and
compression process, composed of approved and graded aggregates and a
no slump concrete mix. The mix water used shall be clean, fresh, free
from oil, acids, soluable salts and organic impurities. Cement shall
conform with ASTh 150 requirements (Portland Cement). All concrete
must be consolidated and steam cured.

Cellular concrete grids must meet the following minimum requirements:

Compressive Strength 5000 P.S.I.

Water Absorption 5% Maximum 1%I-
Freeze Thaw Test (50 cycles) No Visible Effect%

7;- %1
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2. Shape of cellular concrete grids. The grids will be ERO/CON 384, as
shown on the Contract Drawings. They will be comprised of open cells and

I! projection heights and have the following physical characteristics:

Overall Projection Percent of
Grid Size Heights Open Area Weight/Grid

ERO/CON 384 23 1/8" x 15 5/8" x 4 3/4" 3/4"1 33 - 37 90 - 100 lbs.

3. Plastic filter fabric. The filter fabric shall be manufactured woven,
mechanically, linked, polyethylene, polypropylene or isotropic polyester.
The filter fabric shall be resistant to all chemicals in strengths normally

* encountered in natural water and soil conditions. Selection of filter
fabric shall be made by the supplier of the cellular concrete grids in
accordance to a gradation analysis of the soil and/or fill material on
which that grids are to be placed. The filter fabric must meet the

K' following minimumn requirements:

Tensile Strength (lbs./in.) ASTM D 1682
Warp 200
Fill 240

Bursting Strength (P.S.I.) ASTM D 751 500
Puncture Strength (lbs.) ASTM D 751 120
Equivalent Opening Size (U.S. Standard Sieve Size) 70 - 40
Percent Open Area 2)25 -30
Permeability (10-3 m/sec.) (Surface Area 10cm) 65
(Static Water Pressure 10 cmi)
Elongation % 20 -30
Weight (oz. per sq. yd.) 7- 8

J 4. Manufacturer. Cellular concrete grids shall be "ERO/CON" by Soil
Stabilization, Inc. 45 S. Main St. - West Hartford, CT or approved equal.

PART 3: EXCAVATION

3.01 FOUNDATION PREPARATION

[A. Areas on which cellular concrete grids and filter fabric are to be placed
shall be shaped to conform to cross sections shown c~n the Contract Drawings
within an allowable tolerance of plus or minus 3 inches from the theoretical
side slopes and grades. Where such areas are below the allowable minus
tolerance limit, they shall be brought to grade by filling with select
material and compacted. All obstructions, such as roots and projecting
stones, must be removed. Immediately prior to placing the filter fabric and
cellular concrete grids, the prepared base will be inspected by the engineer
and no filter fabric or grids shall be placed thereon, until that area has[ been approved.

Excavation for toe, terminals, upper bank protection and failure cutoffs,
shall be done in accordance to each specific design outlined in the Contract

* Drawings.

I.
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3.02 PLACEMENT OF CELLULAR CONCRETE GRIDS

A. General. Cellular concrete grids, as specifiled in paragraph 2.01 B
of this Section, shall be placed within the limits shown on the Contract

Drawings.

B. Placement. The cellular concrete grids and filter fabric shall be
placed on the Select Borrow in such a manner as to produce a level
surface, and shall be constructed within the specified tolerance to
the lines and grades shown on the Contract Drawings. A tolerance of
plus 3 inches or minus 3 inches from the slope lines and grades shown
on the drawings will be allowed in the finished surface of the cellular
concrete grids, except that either extreme of such tolerance shall not
be within 20 feet of each other and shall not be continuous over an
area greater than 200 square feet.

The cellular concrete grids shall be installed side by side and/or end
to end, so that the grids abut each other.

WThen placing the cellular concrete grids at bends, it will be necessary
to ease grids apart for the purpose of shaping to a required contour.

The manufacture of the cellular concrete grids shall supply the engineer
and contractor with a laying schedule.

1. Pegging. Where called for in the Contract Drawings, peg grids to the
side slopes. Use 3/4" reinforcing bars as shown in the Contract Drawings.

2. Finishing. The open cells of the cellular concrete grids should be
backfilled with gravel or crushed stone. d50 4 .75 in., in areas
below the low water line and with soil in areas above the low water line.
The level of fill should be 3/8" below the top of the cellular concrete
grids.

3. Consultation. The manufacturer of the cellular concrete grids shall
provide on job consultation.

f7
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Geosynthetics And Their
Use In Filtration And

*Drainage Applications

By Robert M. Koerner

Abstract geotextile available within an allocated Functions And Mechanisms
-. budget. Such simplistic days are over,

Gcossnthetics. a generic term for however, and currently two different In the 'designing by function"
geotextiles. geogrids. geomembranes. design routes have emerged. method one must assess the given ap-
geocomposites are descnbed. along wkith plication and describe what is the pri-
a conceptual outline of the available Design by Specification mary function of the geosynthetic ma-
methds u~ed to design with these ma- terial to be used. The choices are
terialN. When using a "design by func- 'Design by specification" is very between separation, reinforcement, fit-
tion concept it is seen that five basic common and is used almost exclusively tration, drainage and moisture-barrier.
tunLtIons ar. avadilable. These are sep- when dealing with public agencies. In A few comments are offered in each
aration. reinforc.ement. filtration, this method several categories of end of these categories:
drainage and misture barrier. In this use are listed along with a number of Separation is required when a geo-
particular paper. designs Involving fil- critical fabric properties. Usually min- synthetic usuall a geotextile or a geo
tration (cros-pl.ic tabric Iow) and imum values are listed. Those geotex- membrane) is placed between two dis-
dra 1, t,,e in-plane fabric tlow) are pre- tiles available are then checked ftor their similar materials to avoid their mixing
,ented. This latter ,ase will serve to corresponding minmum properties (not Examples are placement oii subgrade
extind gcotcxtilo-, into the area of geo- average lot. nor a erage roll values) soil beneath pavement systems, or in
composites and compared to the specification value, earth dams to separate differently zoned

If several geotextil,:s are found to be Soils, or as barner to prevent generalOverview Of G;eosynthetics adequate. the final choice is usually miing. Material properties of majormade on the basis of least cost. concern are strength. burt resistance

The development of geosynthetic cnd ar resistance
.. materials are proceeding at an incrcdi- Design by Function- and tear resistance,

Reinforcement is involved when thebly fast pace. While they differ widelyin appearance. uW e and function they "Design by function" consists of geosynthetic (usually a geotextile or ainv aray s e ud nconnec identifying the primary function that geogrid) is placed in tension within a~~invariably seem to be used in connec-

*ion , ith soil or rock (hence, the prefix the fabric will be asked to serve and soil or rock system. Examples are be-
"'geo") and are almost 'entirely made then. using geotCchnical engineering neath unpaved roads on soft subsoils,

S, from manmade materials (hence, concepts and principles. calculating the for soil or rockilled wkalls systems and
v nthetic"). Thus. vvithin the generic required value for the particular prop- in reinforced embankments and slopes.

heading of 'geosynthetics" easily can erty relating to that function. This re- Different mechanisms are involved

be placed geutextifes (permeable fab- quired value is then compared to the which vary from membrane type ten-
rics. geogrid (open net-like plastics), minimum value of the candidate geo- sion, to shear niobilized tension and

geomembranes Iinpermeable polymer textile which allows for the calculation even to anchorage or pullout deeloped
sheets, and geocoipoptes (combi- ol'a factor ol saletv I1 sufficiently high, tensior Material properties which re-

nations of the aho, e or geosynthetics that particular gcotcxtile is suitable. If suit from the appropriate analysi, are

with other material,) The title fur- other fabrics are also adequate, the de- required modulus,. strength. elongation
therinore leaves the door open toward cision is then made on the basis of least and creep resistance. See GFR Vo/. 3.
other related systems that ma, he Lie- cost. Since the design by function ,Vo. 2 for at rein l Ott reilorcenent.

vchIpcd in the future. method utilzcs the completc spectrum Editor.
ofl geitcchnicl cin imoering methods to Filtration usmg geos nthetics (usu-

",,,ile e.g XMetldi c.Llcdtc the ieqtiiiicd gttcxtil I prop- allN gcolcxtllc'l ( oIurs V, icn water isC11r or prnpcrtie,. its I ppeal Is nJIU- pi,.,ong fromt oie side of the material
The original geotextiles a',ailablc rally oriented toward such firmns and it) the other. In such case,, the fabric is

verc oltcn proku1.cd on a ilass per unit individuals ili this expertise. It is required to allo unimpeded iloli e..
area %tsis raneint form liht it) hevj , ho wevcr, a tatitiii) ipproo:l which can not to dCClop cXLc,, pore w ater pres-
Siiiec propetls i IIN IIIli the scii.f b: openly "l\ "d Is t its illfiods .1id suret, Let to sii iltantiusly prevent
Aid h hA'.ulic iclted 'iTlcs i .wcre t- proCc tiMCs. It 1, lhe CilCtid Of .LJicc soil los,, (1ot1- the ulpsIrcami side of the
,rctJ,, 1 1i7t1 1t 11i.il. one. LuIltl cier iut hi fle w II i 11i 1 ,%1 l I c ix,, iII 11's gcitcxtilc. L'x*ampie,. arc geLotextiles
a ,' dcsign h, piur(.tsing lic "st pIl.'i Wrappcd around porous pipc under-
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drainsb or stont; aggregate drains. fabric Table I-Relationships Used to Obtain F'abric Opening Siue to Prevent2
Lsilt fences and silt curtains. veotextiles Excessive Soil Louss

placed behind flexible walls and tern- Rltv est U-3C
-. porarv sheeting. The geotextile prop-

-resulting from the design are the Loose (D. - 50%) 0. (CU)(d.) 0.<(9 d.)CU
red cross-plane permeability (ac- Inemeit On 1580%). n< 1. d)C

y the permittivity) and the fabric Dons" (0. ~- 80%) 0., 2 (CU)(d.) I 0., '. (183 d.,,)CUUvoid opening, size (apparent opening
size, AOS, equivalent opening size. where d_. = soil particle size correspond-

d,= soil particle size correspond- ing to 60% finer
-. Drainage using geosynthetics (usu- ing to 50Ci liner 0,,~ = apparent opening size of

~ally geotextiles or geocomposites) oc- CQ = coefficient of uniformity geotextile hif data is not given
curs when water is flowing in the plane k=dv ld by manufacturer this value is
of the material. As with filtration, ad- dI'll = soil particle size correspond- approxiimately the ACS sieve

Sequate flow along \A itfi proper %oil rc- Ing ito I 0i liner value in rm

tention are required. Examnples are con-
dcigwater within and out of earth Goetl einBhn ainA

ins. beneath embankments and from Cetxtl Deig BeidAb

pae erma enutein ng wallthdsian Problem- Given a 7' high gabion k q ___

procedures are the required in-plane wall consisting of 2-3' x 3' x 12' t lAh)(A)
permeability (actually the transmissiv- bsesstn na6 2 .3

mv nd he abic oidopnin sie, mattress is shown bel6w. The backfill ~ "'" (7)(7 x 1)
tthe AOS. soil is a medium dense silty sand of d,,, i~r 0. 47 x 102 (sec)

Moisture Barrier in geosynthetics =0.03 mm. d,. = 0.07 mm. CU=
is possible when one impregnates a 2.5;- k = 3.3~ x 10Q - fti sec and D, = c) Check against actual permittivity

~ gotetil wth ituen r olyer.or 70%. Check the adequacy of three can- of the available geotextiles.
g t l withme biturn Alo coyert. eo- didate geotextiles whose properties will (k. and t values are found in corn

composites can perform in this manner. be given later in the problem. mercial literature).
'mplcs are iv crack reflection over- __________________

* nd nicmibrane encapsulated soil GITXIEEasily seen in Chart I is that all the
i1ES1.'i f -or impregnated geo- ~ ~ 3~geotextiles are adequate to handle the

.es, and as, pond liners. covers. small -7 required flow.

dams waer Sopsfor eomnibrnes ~ .. ~..The second part of the design relates
"i'ign is oricvud around the amnount

Ut apo tansor whchoccrsove a-. to the fabric's opening size in order ill

K '<en time perio'd and its effect on the prvnVoi os
.aio of h. nterrial systfem. (d) The appropriate cniterion for open-

ing size must first be seleced.
For the set of conditions in this

* problem, Table I results in the tol-

SSelected Filtration Designs Solution: The design is in two stages lowing:
with the first being a determination of

Filtration Concepts-Before illus- the required flow capability of the geo- 0,< 1.5 (CUo(d,
trating a few specific design proce- textile. This is done by calculating the < 1.5 (1.5)(0.07)
dures, some dcsign concepts are nec- required permittivity. 'iji = 0i. 0,, <0.26 mm
essary. In considering adequate flow. (a) Calculate the actual flow rate using The closest comparable sreve size
the geotextrle's permittivity will be used. a

- ~Itis efnedasf~l~sa (low net as shown is the #60 which h..s 0.25 nm
q k hIF NIopenings. thus AOS values of highcr

'1' k.. -~ k3. h 10 N)(f/ 4  I0 numbered sieves are acceptable.
Ahere =0.231 ftt sec (e i Check against actual AUS values:

tb=permittiv ity Fabric #1. AOS I #W(1 0 15
K,=permeability coefficient nor- (b) Calculate the required pennittivity mm) OK.

nial to the fabric using~ Darci' formula Fabric #2. AOS #7111= 21
t=fabric thicknessq k A.nmO.btarl

Regarding soil retention, the des Ign immO.bubad

z-aide of Table I will be used ito de- Chart 1.

trmine the geotextile's apparent o#23
furtotnin ofle ifS It rtIs Properly Getxie nonwoven monfloilament nonwoven

so-..icn%ify and gradatnion I Notc that k, (in sec) 0.118 0.014 0.008
is the openin ~ si/ in (u q~ in) 0.060 0.030 0.015

.ient ito fhc N0)S or I (0S sicsc iii- -1,_ = k t(sec ) 2 20 0,47 053
r~~~~~ wimh ircpid l'cfIfiFS. = tlf, 420 100 110
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[:bric #3. \U)S : kI.) - . 5 FS - S2. wihis scr adequate Solution: fI stages. the following
mam) OK. een .onsidering that a large por- procedure can be used:

lion of the Labri, vill be covered (a Determine the flow rate of upward
~i  Geotextile Design Beneath Rock by rock rip-rap. In this case the atermine the flo te o upward

Rip-Rap 'z)  minimum F.S should be 10. water nsgrauon to the geotextile.This is a functior ot the soils
Problem: Evaluate the filtration ad- The geotextile is now evaluated with permeability and ... thermal gra-

equacy of a candidate geotextile for respect to its adequacy to retain the soil dient drawing the water upward.
placement beneath a rock rip-rap ero- beneath it. Guides are given in various reter-
sion control system in a coastal area ences where a conservative value
with 3' tides as shown in the following e Using the design chart of Table 1 is selected for this problem.
,ketch. The geotextile properties are k O,, < 13.5 d,,CU
= 0.010 insec. t = 35 mils and AOS O,, < ( 13.5)(0.37)/3.5 q = 5 × I0 ft';min
= #70. The in-situ soil is a beach sand 0, < 1.43 mm (b) Calculate the gradient of flow in
(SP) w ith d,, = 0. 12 mm; d,, = 0.37 the geotextile.
mm CU = 3 5; in a medium dense This is equivalent to a #16 sieve which
condition D,, = 75'* at a porosity of has openings of 1. 19 mam. 5% slope = 0.050

0 40 (f) Check this against the AOS of the (c) Calculate the required transmissiv-
candidate geotextile. ity. 0,,, using Darcy's formula.

AOS, = #70(=0.210 mm) q = kiA
= (k i it x w)

' which is sufficiently tight so that kt =q,(ixw)
loss of soil will not occur, thus the 0,,, = 0.0005

. , . , ... ... , g e o te i tile is p ro p e r a s far a s fi ltra -

tion is concerned. (0.050)(1.0)
. _. I= 0.010 ftmin-ft

Solution: A: vith all filtration de- Selected Drainage Designs (d) Determine the factor of safety (FS).
* signs this is a Iwo part problem. one Drainage Concepts-As with fl- FS =

t.- :idequate flov and the other for soil tration, drainage designs require ade-
retention For adequate flow, the pro- quate ow and soil retention. In con- 0., d
cdure is as follws: = 0.01

sidering adequate flow, the geotextile 0.018
(ai Estimate the maximum flow rate cross plane flow. ortransmissivity. will 00102

p-. due to the three-foot tidal lag With be used. FS = 1.8 < 3.0 No Good
t he tide receding at a maximum rate 6 = kt Therefore, a thicker geotextile

dunng an initial 05 hour period, where'henan pprximte vlue(asum-having a 0 = (0.010)3) = 0.030
then an approximate value (assum- ) = transmissivity ftl/min-ft is required. or use mul-

". ,ng a 300' triangular zone) is: k, = permeability coefficient in the30"- x 1 0. tiple layers (in this case two) of
300 x 3 X 1 0 4 plane of the fabnc the candidate geotextile.

2 0.5 t = fabric thickness (e) One must now do a soil retention
= 360 ft'. hr Regarding soil retention, the same guide analysis to see that soil panicles do
= 0. 100 ft"sec as given in Table I for filtration can be not embed in the geotextile and de-

(b) Calculate the required permittivity used. crease its transmissivity. The anal-
using Darcy's formula ysis is the samc as presented in the

Geotextile Design of a Seepage filtration examples.
q = k i A Cutoff,,.Ah Geotextile Collector Behind

k - A Problem: Given a storage building

k for frozen foods which is to be founded Retaining Wall",
k _ q as shown below. As a capillary break
t Ah A beneath the building's foundation a

0. 100 geotextile is being considered. Will a

(3.0)(9.48 x 1) 20 oz/yd: needled nonwoven having a .=:
,. ,r = 0.00352 (see') transmissivity 0 = 0.018 ft',min-ft at

(c) Since the candidate geotextile has 900 psf normal stress be adequate using

a permeability coefficient of 0.0 10 a FS = 3 0? ?

in. sec and is 35 il thick, the ac- " ____.'
tual perm itt, vity s. - , . . , is.

k 0 .0 1 0 _ , . . . ._ _

1 0.035 ,.

, = 0 29 (sec ') "

-(d) Te then. CONCR E RCA NIN ALL.

tjj t)29 L- •I-S - " __--

0, M.. )t 352
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Pro.lem: altulate thc number oi Suininar) And Conclusions While beyond the scope and lim-
fabric laers required to drain water tations o the present paper these di-
from behind the following concrete shn in the eape iobtes preg rections can be pursued via the open
cantileper retaining wall if 6,, = 0.011 sented in this paper is that designing literature.

'mn-ft fabric The soil backfill is with geotexiles is not fundamentally
,and iNL-SW) with k 0,(X)98 different than traditional geotechnical Robert M. Koerner Ph.D., PE, is a

,in. engineering design without geotex- profssor of Civil Engineering at Drexel
tiles. To be sure there are new terms Universirv. Philadelphia. P.A.

j Solution: As before, we proceed in involved, but this is typical of any new
parts: material. Once mastered, the design Reprintedfrom the Canadian Geotech-

engineer can proceed to calculate a re- nical Societ'v, Svmposium on the use of
quired property, or properties and com- Geotextiles. Geogrids and Geomem-

(a) Calculate the maximum flow rate pare this to the candidate gonhet brnes in Engineering Practice. To

- oming to the geotcstilc. From the material's property for a factor ol salty. ronto, Ontario, .Vovember 28. 1984.
given flow net we hac, If adequate, the search becomes one of References

q = k h (F N) locating the least expensive available
-(.0098114)(5 5)(l.0) material. This process is the essence of I. Giroud, J.-P., "Filter Criteria for

d = 01. ft' r 5(n the "designing by function" method Geotextiles," Proc. Second Intl.
which is recommended. It is believed Conf. on Geotextiles, Las Vegas,

to be an open. straightforward. rational Nev., Aug. 1982, pp 103-108.h) Determine the flow gradient within and honest approach toward selection (Relative Density Values Modi-
the geotextile of the proper geosynthetic material for fled).
= sin 90 a specific application. 2. Koerner, R. M. and Bell, J. R.,
=1.0 Regarding the actual designs pre- Designing Geosntheics,

sented, all focused on the filtration and Prentice-Hall Publ. Co., New York,
,c) Calcuiate the required transmissiv- drainage functions. Here the design to appear-1986.

ity using Darcy', formula, philosophy was to allow for free move- 3. Haliburton, T. A. and Wood, P. D.,

q =. i A ment of water, yet to retain the up- "Evaluation of the U.S. Army Corps
= k it w) stream soil particles. Both tasks are well of Engineer Gradient Ratio Test forwithin the design state-of-the-art. Not Geotextile Performance." Proc.

mentioned was the long term. compat- Second Intl. Conf. on Geotextiles,
- 0 14 ibility of the soil-fabric-water system, Las Vegas, Nev., Aug. 1982. pp.

that is. prevention of complete clog- 97-101.I U x 1 0 ging of the fabric. In this regard three

'-0 14 tt' min-tt dins c e takn 4. Koerner. R. M. and Ko, F. K.,t "Laboratory Studies on Long Term
J gradient ratio tests,' , Drainage Capability of Geotex-'di Compare this value to, the actual tie"Pr.SeodIl.Cn.n

eeotextilc ,. transmissivit, to ob- 0 long term flow tests-, tiles,' Proc. Second Intl. Conf. on
m aGeotextiles, Las Vegas. Nev.. Aug.1, tamn a lactor of saletv

0 empirical rules'2  1982, pp. 91-96.
F1 t,S FS o.=

0.011

0.14
S=) 0(178 No Good!

e,) Since the factor of safety is so low
.p, calculate the number of geotextile

II%- layers required to handle .) 14 ft"
mn-ft wall under the assumptions
that multiple la,,ers linearly in-
crease transmiisivity ithey do not
and a F S = I 0 (w hich is ob-
viously very poor practice)

Number of )14
L..rcr', R quncd 11.1)l I

I 3 Wow' C, F )C Mir1ES - DRAIIAGE

,cn r, ihat thi. .pphcition Ls
'''d 10r ccotcstlct. It I, how -

,I ~ tll.' ,' ,I III II lor dct-m~ll-

o i Wics ia'. 'ho" i in llF2iurc I I ',hil:h
I ,c riuth :,rtutcr ii pliic -It, .i- lFig. I hIiotograpih it (io mtpoite Mtaterials Having High In-Plane Flow

t" ( "opabilitie%,

, 0 .MAY JUNE, 1985
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CARTHAGE MILLS
EROSION CONTROL DIVISION

i HOME OFFICE: 124 W. 66th STREET Area 513, 142.2740 CINCINNATI, OHIO 45216

Listed below are several methods that have been employed sucessfully on
numerous occasions to place POLY-FILTER X (or FILTER-X) below sea level.

I. In one instance a reinforcing rod or pipe is sewn to the seaward edge of the
plastic filter cloth. If floating equipment is being used at the job site, the
cloth is unrolled beneath the water by being pulled by use of cables from the
shore toward the barge. This is illustrated in the enclosed sketch "1-2".

2 2. Once again sewing the toe edge of the filter sheet to heavy pipe or reinforcing
rod, if floating equipment is not available, large rods with a "'Y" on the end
have been used to push the roll from the shore down the slope beneath water.

3. Again using rod or pipe iiewn to the toe edge of the cloth, it has been unrolled
4-. beneath the water by skin divers.

In the three above methods stone has been dropped on the cloth as it is being
unrolled. Normally they do not drop the whole cross section of stones as the

Scloth is being unrolled but just enough to secure it in place until ready to

proceed with the next step of construction.

. 4. In another instance the pfastic filter has been sewn to frames of reinforcing rods
and then the entire frame placed into position by a crane working from the shore-
line. This is illustrated in the enclosed sketch I'-I'. When the frames are very
large, such as 100 feet by 60 feet, the frame naturally has to be cross braced.

" 0 5. Another method has been to secure POLY-FILTER X to a heavy piece of scrap
:material (such as II beams or metal pipe, sometimes filled with concrete) -

making accordion folds the entire length of the cloth against the scrap material,
securing the cloth by ligh~t strings or wire; attach ropes to each of the two free
corners of the cloth - the large bar with the cloth attached is then placed at the
design depth on the ocean. bottom (or, in the case of a jetty, at the seaward
extreme of the structure); the wires holding the cloth in its folds are cut and the
ropes are used to pull the cloth up the slope (or shoreward for jetties). This is
illustrated by sketch "1-3".

In all the above methods of installation, it is recommended that the cloth be
overlapped 3 feet whenever sheets are to join one another.

6. If the depth is not too great, the cloth can be unrolled lineally along the shoreline,
scattering rock on it as it is being unrolled.

'. Cables are sewn longitudinally to the cloth in several rows (if there is appreciable
wave action or turbidity, cables have been sewn to the cloth in a grid pattern), and

N..



Underwater Placement General Statements
Page 2.

the cloth is unrolled down the slope or longitudinally. The flexible cables
provide the weight to maintain the position of the cloth and allow it to conform
to the irregularities of the bottom or slope. It is not necessary to secure the
filter to cables above the expected high water line.
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I/ ]CARTHAGE MILLS

EROSION CONTROL DIVISION

HOME OFFICE: 124 W. 64* STREET Ams 513, 242-2740 CINCINNATI. OHIO 45716

V.i  The following general installation statements are applicable to both POLY-FILTER X
and FILTER-X for applications in revetments and slope stabilization.

1) The plastic filter cloth shall be loosely laid (not stretched) so that it can cor-form to

Ilie Irrv -ulanrties in the embankmemt when the stone is pl:ace( upon It.

2) The stone shall not be dropped from a height greater than feet onto the plastic cloth.

F For stones up to 500 lbs. In weight, the drop should be limited to 3 feet.

For stones 500 to 1,000 lbs. In weight, the drop should be limited to 1 foot.

For stones over 1,000 lbs. In wvtI,,h, the stone should be placed on the cloth.
I ~ ~~~~n,1 !r......

In , r dcpths of 5' or more, stones up to 2 tons may be dropped wtthe.t-'
dxa':.in4 the cloth.

p.: 3) The fLl:er cloth shall be lapped a minimum of 12 inches.

i s, me instances this should be 19 inches. This depends upon the ty-pe of
struct:urc, the construction site, the steepness of the slope, etc. If the cloth
is , in installd beneiath water a, a base filter for jetties, groins, or *,, pr,.vnt

, : r-!.n' pe rs -r thk. I:.i of (!rilling rigs, the cloth should be ovc:-.
,. , .t tirevide a s.J'tv factir.

4) Thae 'tr's of filter cloth shall be placed (parallel)* or (perpendicular)* to the
direcc'ior, of the flow, or, "to the shoreline" if It Is a lake or ocean project.

Z) The shce:s ,>.all be anchored in place with Carthage Securing Pins Inserted thru
the cl, h alon; -dl ed ,es and overlaps. When necessary to ndeq ,iately secure the

. Il; tic '. ' Ad , ition:dl Pins niav I)e rcquir('d i th,_c Intrior of cach pxUwl.

SMl,. M .- on 1, or st.eper, it Is recown ienatcd th;:t I'In be telwe ,d cvt. rv :1 feet;
. ',r,: g' :itle .I,I)s'), every 5 feet.

" 1.4 rf f,'rr to construction In t!,e dr' only as the Carthne Sccurtn;: fnq are
i.,ctluct;ve in water.

t'.

" ) :I !:I'". . I
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- U CARTHAGE MILLS
7 EROSION CONTROL DIVISION

HOME OFFICE: 124 W. 66hSTREET Are 513, 242-2740 CINCINNAI, OHIO 45216

Suggested Specification - FILTER-X (method "A")

IP SECTION_

PLASTIC FILTER CLOTH

_-1. MA TE RIA LS.

F -_-1. 1 Cloth. The plastic filter cloth shall be a pervious sheet woven of polyvinylidene
chloride monofilament yarns. The yarn shall consist by weight of at least 85 percent vinyLidene

S. chloride and shall contain stabilizers added to the base plastic to make tile filaments resistant
to deterioration due to ultra-violet and/or heat exposure. After weaving, the cloth shall be
calendered so that the filaments retain their relative positions with respect to each other. The
cloth shall be free of defects or flaws which significantly affect its physical and/or filtering
properties. It shall be woven in widths of 6 feet and in rolls of not less than ___lineal feet.
The sheets of filter cloth shall be sewn together with polypropylene or polyvinylidene chloride
thread at the point of manufacture to form sections not less than __feet wide. All edges of3 the cloth shall be selvaged. The specific gravity shall be 1. 70. The plastic filter cloth shall
meet all requirements listed in Table 1 *(of this section) (on pg. _)of the specification and
have a service record of not less than ten years in projects of a generally similar nature. A

* competent laboratory must be maintained by the manufacturer of the cloth at the point of manu-
facture to insure quality control. During shipment and storage, cloth shall be wrapped in! burlap.

_-1. 2 Acceptance, Testing and Requirements. A material equal to the requirements

of this specification is FILT1ER-X produced by Carthage Mills Incorporated, 124 West 66th St. ,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45216. If this plastic filter cloth is selected by the Contractor, he shall
furnish the *(Own~er) (Contracting Office) (Engineer) ( ) a mill certificate or affidavit
from Carthage Mills attesting that the cloth meets the requirements stated in this specification.

t, If the Contractor elects to use a cloth other than the one listed above, he shall furnish samples
for testing to the *(Owner.) (Contracting Officer) (Engineer) ( .Samples shall be
lurnished 60 days prior to installation of the cloth. Samples, shipping and cost of testing shall
be at the Contractor's expense. A minimum of 5 square yards of cloth and a minimum of
36 linear inches of seam, with at least one foot of cloth on each side of the seam, shall be fur-
nished for testing. Mill certificates or affidavits, from the producer, shall accompany these
samples, citing the trade name and producer of the cloth and certifying that the samples are
representative of the material which will be installed at the project and that the manufacturer
maintain a laboratory as required in -1. 1. In addition, a certified copy of permeability
and filtration tests from a qualified laboratory showing the performance of the filter with
iarious grain size soils and water, giving both particle retention and permeability, shalh be

*A SINGLE ASTERISK THROUGHOUT THIS SECTION INDICATES THAT INAPPLICABLE
-. PROVISIONS ARE TO BE DELETED.
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* Suggested Specification - FILTER-X (method "A")

page 2

submitted. Also, a service record as required in -1. ,f the specification.

-1. 3 Securing Pins. The securing pin shall be :; 16 inch diameter steel, pointed
at one end, 22 inches long. Not less than six sets of two diametrically opposed "ears" shall
be stamped at vertical intervals on the pin shaft. One set of "ears" shall be close to the
upper end of the pin and immediately below this set, a steel washer with an outside diameter
of 1.5 inches shall be installed. The five additional sets of "ears" shall be at approximately
four inch intervals from the upper set.

_ '-2. INSTALLATION.

-- -2. 1 Placement. The plastic filter cloth shall be placed in the manner and at the
locations shown on the drawings. The surface to receive the cloth shall be prepared to a
relatively smooth condition free of obstructions, depress ions and debris. The cloth shall not
be laid in a stretched condition but shall be laid loosely with the long dimension *(perpendicular)
(parallel) to the *(shoreline) (channel centerline). The panels shall be overlapped a minimum of

inches with securing pins inserted through both layers at not greater than foot intervals
along a line through the approximate midpoint of the overlp. The cloth shall be placed so that
the *(lower) (upstream) (lower & upstream) panel will over lap the *(next higher) (downstream)
inext higher and downstream) panel. Securing pins shall be placed along a line approximately
2 inches in from the edge of the outer limits of the complutud filter cloth area at intervals not
greater than _ feet unless otherwise shown on the drawings. Additional pins shall be installed
as necznsarv to prevent any slippage of the filter cloth, regardless of location. Each securing
pin shall be inserted through the cloth until the washer bears against the cloth and secures it
firmly to tihe foundation. No more than horizontal overlaps shall be permitted. Vertical
overlaps shall be staggered a minimum of 5 feet. Stone shall not be dropped on the cloth from
a height greater than feet.

-2 Damage. Plastic filter cloth damaged or displaced before or during installation
or during placement of overlying layers of *(bedding) (riprap) (stone) shall be replaced or re-
paired to the satisfaction ,f the *(Owner) (Contracting Officer) (Engineer) ( ) at the
Contractor's expense.

-2.3 Measorement. Plastic filter cloth shall be measured for payment by the square
foot in plave. Overlaps shall be measured as a single layer of cloth. No separate payment
shall be made for shipping, handling, storage, seams, special fabrication, weighting devices,
securing pins or installation. All costs incidental to construction of cloth shall be included in
the contract price for "Plastic Filter Cloth".

04
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CARTHAGE MILLS

EROSION CONTROL DIVISION

HOME OFFICE: 124 W. 66th STREET Aea 513, 242-2740 CINCINNATI, OHIO 45216
4-l

Suggested Specification - POLY-FILTER X (method "B")

SECTION __

PLASTIC FILTER CLOTH

__ -1. MATERIALS.
__ -1. 1 Cloth. The plastic filter cloth shall be a pervious sheet woven of poly-

propylene monofilament yarns. The yarn shall consist by weight of at least 85 percent
propylene and contain stabilizers and inhibitors added to the base plastic to make the
filaments resistant to ultra-violet and heat deterioration. After weaving, the cloth
shall be calendered and paimered so that the filaments retain their relative positions
with respect to each other. All edges of the cloth shall be selvaged and/or serged.
The plastic filter shall be free of defects or flaws which significantly affect its physi-

cal and/or filtering properties. The filter cloth shali icet all requirements listed in
TABLE 1 *(of this section) (on pg. __)" A competent laboratory must be maintained
by the producer of the cloth at the point of manufacture to insure quality control.

-1.2 Service Record Requirement. To satisfy the requirements of this
specification the plastic filter cloth must have a service record of not less than
10 years in projects of a generally similar nature.

-1.3 Acceptance, Testing and Requirements. POLY-FILTER X produced by
Carthage Mills Incorporated, 124 West 66th St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45216 meets the re-
quirements of this specificatin; therefore if this cloth is selected by the Contractor,
he shall furnish the *((vner) (Contracting Office) (Engineer) a mill
certificate from Carthage Mills Incorporated attesting that the cloth meets the require-
ments stated in the specification. If the Contractor elects to use a cloth other than the
one listed above, he shall furnish the *(Owner) (Contracting Otficer) (Enginevi

with samples for testing. Samples shall be furnished 60 days ,.rior to
installation of the cloth. Samples, shipping and cost of testing shall be at the

Contractor's expense. A minimum of 5 square yards of cloth and a minimum of 36 linear
inches of seam, with at least one foot of cloth on each side of the seam, shall be furnish-

A SINGLE ASTERISK THROUGHOUT THIS SECTION INI)ICATES THAT INAPPLICABLE

111POVISIONS ARE TO BE DELE TE).

% %



Suggested Specification - POL'i - FILTER X

ed for testing. Mill certificates from the producer, shall accompany these samples,

- citing the trade name and producer of the cloth and certiiying that the samples are
representative of the material which will be installed at the project, and that a com-
petent laboratory is maintained at the point of manufacture. In addition, a certified
copy of permeability and filtration tests from a qualified laboratory showing the
performance of the filter with various grain size soils and water, giving both particle
retention and permeability, shall be submitted. Also, a service record as required
in -1. 2 of this specification.

-1.4 Securing Pins. The securing pins shall be 3/16 inch diameter steel,
pointed at one end, 22 inches long. Not less than six sets of two diametrically opposed
"ears" shall be stamped at vertical intervals on the pin shaft. One set of "ears" shall

be close to the upper end of the pin and immediately below this set, a steel washer with
an outside diameter of 1. 5 inches shall be installed. The five additional sets of "ears"
shall be at approximately four inch intervals from th,_, up; per set.

%O e~
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(Suggested Specification - POLY-FILTER X - method "B")

TABLE 1

REQUIREMENTS FOR PLASTIC FILTER CLOTH

p..

TEST METHOD REQUIREMENTS

p
,'.Breaking Load & Elongation ASTM D 1682, Grab Test Method, tensile strength:

constant rate of travel 12" per stronger principal direction 375 lbs.
min. weaker principal direction 220 lbs.

elongation between 101, & 35€

"Weight Change in Water CRD-C 575 or 6631 in Fed. Std. 601 less than 1,

Bursting Strength ASTM D 751, using Diaphragm 535 lbs. per sq. in.LBursting Tester

Puncture Strength ASTM D 751, modified** 140 lbs.

-:-;*am Breaking Strength ASTM D 1683, 1" square jaws, con- 195 lbs.
stant rate of traverse 12" per min.

t.mion Resistance ASTM D 1175, modified** tensile strength***
stronger principal direction 100 lbs.
weaker principal direction 6ti lbs.

VPercent of Open Area Special** not less than 5%
not more than 6

i quivatent Opening Size Special** U. S. Standard Sieve No. 70
meablity-2

• vrmeability 3.3 and 3. 8 x 10 cm/sec.

Specific Gravitv 0.95

Weight Approx. .05 lb. "sq. ft.

Seams sewn with polypropylene thread at point of manufacture

Packaged in burlap

Minimum filter cloth width fect

Minimum filter cloth length _ feet

se METHODS *(available at the office of the (Owner) (Contracting Officer) (Engnetr)
~ are listed on pages __ thru __ of this specification)

• Tensile strength determined by Breaking Load & Elongation by the method tltcu in the first
listing of Table 1.

p.'



CARTHAGE MILLS
EROSION CONTROL DIVISION

HOME OFFICE: 124 W. 66th STREET A-&e 513, 242.274O CINCINNATI, OHIO 45216

Suggested Specification - POLY-FILTER X (method "C")

k SECTION

F: PLASTIC FILTER CLOTH

_ _ -1. MATERIALS.
-1. 1 Cloth. The plastic filter cloth shall be a pervious sheet woven of poly-

propylene monofilament yarns. The yarn shall consist by weight of at least 85 percent
propylene and shall contain stabilizers and inhibitors added to the base plastic to make
the filaments resistant to deterioration due to ultra-violet and/or heat exposure. After
weaving, the cloth shall be calendered and palmered so that the filaments retain their
relative positions with respect to each other. The cloth shall be free of defects or
flaws which significantly affect its physical and/or filt ring properties. Filter cloth
shall be woven in widths of 6 feet and furnished in roll., not less than lineal feet.
The sheets of cloth shall be sewn together with polypropylene thread at the point of
manufacture to form sections not less than _ feet wide. All edges of the cloth shall
be selvaged or serged. The specific gravity shall be 0.95. The plastic filter cloth

S shall meet all requirements listed in TABLE 1 *(of this section) (on pg. _ ) of this
specification and have a service record of not less than ten years in projects of a
generally similar nature. A competent laboratory must be maintained by the producer
of the cloth at the point of manufacture to insure quality control. During shipment and

* storage, cloth shall be wrapped in burlap.

__ -1. 2 Acceptance, Testing and Requirements. A material equal to the require-
ments of this specification is POLY-FILTER X produced by Carthage Mills incorporated,
124 West 66th St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45216. If this plastic filter cloth is selected by the
Contractor, he shall furnish the *(Owner) (Contracting Office) (Engineer) (
a mill certificate from Carthage Mills Incorporated attesting that the cloth meets the
requirements stated in the specification. If the Contractor elects to use a cloth other
than the one listed above, he shall furnish the *(Owner) (Contracting Officer) (Engineer)
. with samples for testing. Samples shall be furnished 60 days prior to in-
stallation of the cloth. Samples, shipping and cost of testing shall be at the Con t ractor's
expense. A minimum of 5 square yards of cloth and a minimum of 36 linear inches of

A SINGLE ASTERISK THROUGHOUT THIS SECTION INDICATES TH-AT INAPPLICABLE
PROVISIONS ARE TO BE DELETED.
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Suggested Specification - POLY-FILTER X

seam, with at least one foot of cloth on each side of the seam, shall be furnished for
testing. Mill certificates from the producer, shall accompany these samples, citing
the trade name and producer of the cloth and certifying that the samples are repre-
sentative of the material which will be installed at the project, and that a competent
laboratory is maintained at the point of manufacture. In addition, a certified copy
of permeability and filtration tests from a qualified laboratory showing the perform-
ance of the filter with various grain size soils and water, giving both particle
retention and permeability, shall be submitted. Also, a service record as required
in __-1. 1 of this specification.

* -1. 3 Securing Pins. The securing pin shall be 3/16 inch diameter steel,
pointed at one end, 22 inches long. Not less than six sets of two diametrically opposed
'ears" shall be stamped at vertical intervals on the pin shaft. One set of "ears" shall

be close to the upper end of the pin and imnmediately below this set, a steel washer
with an outside diameter of 1. 5 inches shall be installed. The five additional sets of
"ears" shall be at approximately four inch intervals from the upper set.
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CARTHAGE MILLS

EROSION CONTROL DIVISION

HOME OFFICE: 124 W. 66th STREET Ar.. 513, 242-2740 CINCINNATI. OHIO 45216

Suggested Specification - POLY-FILTER X (method ID " )

SECTION__

PLASTIC FILTER CLOTH

-1. MATERIALS.
_ -1. 1 Cloth. The plastic filter cloth shall be a pervious sheet woven of poly-

propylene monofilament yarns. The yarn shall consist by weight of at least 85 percent
propylene and shall contain stabilizers and inhibitors added to the base plastic to make

* the filaments resistant to deterioration due to ultra-violet and/or heat exposure. After
weaving, the cloth shall be calendered and palmered so that the filaments retain their
relative positions with respect to each other. The cloth shall be free of defects or flaws
which significantly affect its physical and/or filtering properties. Filter cloth shall be
woven in widths of 6 feet and furnished in rolls not less than lineal feet. The
sheets of cloth shall be sewn together with polypropylene thread at the point of manu-

*:'i facture to form sections not less than feet wide. All edges of the cloth shall be
selvaged or serged. The specific gravity shall-be 0. 95. The plastic filter cloth must
hove a satisfactory service record of not less than ten years in projects of a generally
similar nature. A competent laboratory shall be maintained by the producer of the
cloth at the point of manufacture to insure quality control. During shipment and storage,
cloth shall be wrapped in burlap.

-1. 2 Previously Approved Cloth. POLY-FILTER X produced by Carthage
Mills Incorporated, 124 West 66th St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45216 is equal to the require-
merts of the specification. If this plastic filter cloth is selected by the Contractor,
he shall furnish the *(Owner) (Contracting Office) (Engineer) ( ) a mill
certificate from Carthage Mills Incorporated attesting that the cloth meets all require-
ments stated in this specification.

-1. 3 Other Filter Cloths. If the Contractor elects to use a cloth other than
the one listed in -1. 2 of this specification, he shall furni,-h the *(Owner) (Contracting
Officer) (Engineer) ( ) samples for testing 60 days prior to initial instal-

A SINGLY ASTERISK THROUGHOUT THIS SECTION INDICATES THAT INAPPLICABLE

r', VISIONS ARE TO BE DELETED.
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lation of the cloth. Sampling, shipping and cost of testing samples shall be at the
Contractor's expense. A minimum of 5 square yar-s uf cloth and a minimum of

- 36 linear inches of seam, with at least one foot of clot.. :n each side of the seam,
shall be furnished for testing in accordance with -. f this specification. Mill *1
certificates from the producer shall accompany these -zr:ples, citing the trade name
and producer of the cloth and certifying that the samples ace representative of the
material which will be installed at the project. In addition the producer shall submit
a service record as required in -1. 1 and certify that ;t competent laboratory is
maintained at the point of manufacture.

-1.4 Acceptance Testing for Plastic Filter Cloth.
-1.4.1 Breaking Load and Elongation Test. Five v.arp and five fill samples,

unaged, shall be tested in accordance with method ASTM D 1682 using the Grab Test
Method. The jaws shall be 1 inch square and the constant -'ate of travel 12 inches per

- minute. The strength in the stronger principal direction shall be not less than 375 pounds
and in the weaker principal direction not less than 220 pounds. The elongation at failure

-. shall be between 10 and 35 percent.

-1.4. 2 Weight Change in Water. Five warp and five fill samples, 4 2 0. 2
inches by 6 : 0. 2 inches, unaged, shall be tested using method CRD-C 575 or method
6631 in Fed. Std. 601. The percent absorption shall be determined by dividing the
difference in weight of the sample before and after imn, _;un by the weight of the
sample before. The weight increase shall not exceed -h,2 percent.

-1.4.3 Bursting Strength. Five samples, unage, shall be tested in accordance
with method ASTM D 751 and the bursting strength determined using the Diaphragm
Bursting Tester. The strengths shall be not less than 535 pounds per square inch gage.

-1.4.4 Puncture Strength Five samples, unaged, shall be tested using method

ASTM D 751, and the puncture strength determined using the Tension Testing Machine
With Ring Clamp, except that the steel ball shall be replaced with a 5/16-inch diameter
solid steel cylinder centered within the ring clamp. The strengths shall be not less than
140 pounds.

__ -1.4.5 Seam Breaking Strength. Five samples, unaged, shall be tested in
accordance with method ASTM D 1683, using 1-inch square jaws and 12 inches per

minute constant rate of traverse. The strengths shall be not less than 195 pounds.

__-1.4.6 Abrasion Resistance. Five warp and five fill samples, unaged, shall be
tested in accordance with method ASTM D 1175, using the "Rotary Platform, Double
Head" method. The abrasive wheels will be the rubber-base type equal to the CS-17
"Calibrase" manufactured by Taber Instrument Company. The load on each wheel shall
be 1000 grams and the test shall be continued for 1000 revolutions. Samples then shall
be tested using method ASTM D 1682 except as modified by -1.4.1. The strength
in the stronger principal direction shall be not less than 100 pounds and in the weaker
principal direction not less than 68 pounds.

-- A
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-1. 4. 7 Determination of Open Area. Each of five samples, unaged, shall be
placed separately in a 2-inch by 2-inch glass slide ! c _ and the image projected with
a slide projector on a screen. A block of 25 openii.. 'r the center of the image shall
be selected and the length and width of each of the 25 openings and the widths of the
fibers adjacent to the openings shall be measured to ,he nearest 0. 001-inch. The per-
cent open area is determined by dividing the sum of the upen areas of the 25 openings
by the sum of the total area of the 25 openings and their adjacent fibers. The open area
shall be not less than 5 percent and not more than 6 percent.

__-1.4.8 Determination of Equivalent Opening Size E. 0.S.. Five unaged samples
shall be tested. Obtain about 150 gm of each of the following fractions of a sand composed
of sound rounded particles:

U. S. Standard Sieve Number

Passing Retained On Passing Retained On Passing Retained On

10 20 30 40 50 70

20 30 40 50 70 100

100 120

The cloth shall be affixed to a standard sieve having openings larger than the coarsest
sand used in such a manner that no sand can pass between the cloth and the sieve wall.
The sand shaji be oven dried. Shaking shall be accomplished as described in paragraph
2d (1) (g), Appendix V, EM 1110-2-1906, except shaking shall be continued for 20 minutes.
Determine by sieving (using successively coarser fractions) that fraction of sand of which
5 percent or less by weight passes the cloth; the equivalent opening size of the cloth sample
is the "retained on" U. S. Standard Sieve number of this fraction. The E. 0. S. shall be no
finer than th,. U. S. Standard Sieve No. 80 and no coarser than the U. S. Standard Sieve
No. 60.

-1.5 Securing Pins. The securing pin shall be 3/16 inch diameter steel,
pointed at one end, 22 inches long. Not less than six sets of two diametrically opposed
"ears" shall be stamped at vertical intervals on the pin shaft. One set of "ears" shall
be close to the upper end of the pin and immediately below this set, a steel washer with
an outside diameter of 1.5 inches shall be installed. The five additional sets of "ears"
shall be at approximately four inch intervals from the upper set.
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